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31-24 OT loss to MTSU
costly to MSU title hopes

1
the
Murray Ledger & Times
See story on page 13
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—News In Brief
Rose lovers smell sweet success;
will marigold take it lying down?
WASHINGTON (AP)- Marigold-lovers are mad, and they've
served notice they're not going to let the rose squeeze their flower
out of the contest to become the "national floral emblem."
"Personally, I feel the rose is inappropriate," said Carl W.
Swanson, president of the Marigold Society of America. "A national flower should represent all the people, not just those with
means."
Swanson, a Warren, Mich., florist, and other marigold enthusiasts who see their flower as beautiful and affordable are
sore about the Senate's Sept. 16 adoption of a resolution
designating the rose as a national symbol.
"This was done quietly and took many people by surprise," he
complained in a telephone call.
Sen. J. Bennett Johnston, D-La., brought the measure to the
floor on Rosh Hashanah, the Jewish holiday, when few members
were present. It passed on a voice vote.
The ease with which the rose swept through the Senate occurred because marigold forces lost their most important congressional ally last year when Sen. Howard Baker, R-Tenn., retired.
Like his father-in-law, the late Sen. Everett McKinley Dirksen,
R-Ill., Baker repeatedly tried to get the marigold named the national flower. Dirksen's annual marigold speech on the Senate
floor was an institution until his death in 1969.
"If Congress now chooses the rose as the national flower, we
would be disappointed," David Spear, Baker's spokesman, said.
But-the MitrIgfild-troops are-deter/7T
- Wsd=to
-Iikm the rose in-the
House, where Rep. Lindy Boggs, D-La., has introduced a companion resolution favoring the rose.
Swanson said there is a grassroots movement of "just good old
American" marigold lovers who are writing congressmen to
dissuade them from hastily embracing the thorny rose.
They're pointing out that the rose was the symbol of warfare in
The War of Roses and it is already the national flower of six nations, two of them behind the Iron Curtain.
Mrs. Boggs disagrees.
"It is time to make official the position of honor that the rose
has long enjoyed in our culture," she said in a "Dear Colleague"
letter.

Elsewhere...
Kt the Showslated Preom

ROME - President Reagan's "Dear Bettino" letter may help
caretaker Premier Craxi get the job of forming a government to
replace his, which fell over the Achille Lauro hijacking, one
newspaper says. Other reports agree the choice of Craxi to lead
another coalition is all but clinched.
JOHANNESBURG. South Africa - New violence across South
Africa killed four blacks, including one youth reported shot in the
face by a tear gas canister following the funeral of a 13-year-old
riot victim.
WASHINGTON - An investigation has uncovered "numerous
examples" of federal employees traveling to and from foreign)
assignments on expensive cruise ships at taxpayer expense:4
House committee chairman says.
WASHINGTON - Some experts believe a shortage of secure
telephones and carelessness by officials who sometimes are too
impatient to use them are giving away national secrets to foreign
powers.
TORONTO - The United Auto Workers of Canada and
Chrysler Canada have tentatively agreed on a contract that
would end a five-day walkout against the automaker in Canada.
Talks in the United States affecting 70,000 striking workers
resume Monday.
BOSTON - Workers breaking ground for a new housing
development in the shadow of Bunker Hill have discovered what
archaeologists believe are the ruins of a meeting house dating to
the earliest days of the Puritans. Artifacts suggest that John Winthrop, the first governor of the Massachusetts Bay Colony, passed his first colonial winter in the house, believed built in 1629.
DULUTH, Minn. - The site of the vacant Sears, Roebuck and
Co. building is an unlikely place for an Indian reservation. But an
agreement between the city and a band of Chippewa Indians will
allow the former store to reopen as a high-stakes bingo parlor,
with revenue accruing to both the city and the band.
PRINCETON, N.J. - "What would make Japanese education
better? Is that possible?" an American educator asked the
delegation from Japan. A retired Japanese diplomat shook his
head and replied, "We think it's struggling." Despite the strong
reputation of Japanese schools, a delegation of eductors from
that nation is visiting the United States and is finding much worth
copying
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Tobacco problems may be solvable
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) Lexington attorney Larry Forgy
says he has been assured,
despite a recent statement by
federal budget director James
Miller III to the contrary, that
President Reagan will not oppose a tobacco-reform measure.
The Senate is scheduled to
vote this week on a budgetreduction bill, which Sens.
Wendell Ford, D-Ky., Mitch McConnell, R-Ky., and Jesse
Helms, R-N.C., managed to
have the tobacco program
legislation tacked on to, Forgy
says.
"I have a commitment from
the people in the White House
not to fight this," Forgy, an attorney for the Burley Tobacco
Growers Association and
Reagan's 1964 state campaign
chairman, said in an interview
Saturday.

"The president has not sicked
the troops on us to defeat this
bill."
The anti-tobacco forces are attacking the proposed legislation
with claims that it is unfair to
growers and taxpayers, violates
federal antitrust laws and is unfairly attached to the
multibillion-dollar budget reconciliation package.
"We're working hard to get
some of these people to back off,
and I think we're making progress," said Ford. "I think we
have 55 votes. We're hoping for
more."
Last week, Miller told the
Senate Budget Committee chairman in a letter that the Reagan
administration opposed the
tobacco proposal because it included a discounted sale of
surplus leaf that would cost tax-

paiyers about $1 billion.
Reagan also has informed
Senate leaders that he's opposed
to a proposed extension of the
16-cent federal excise tax. It was
the tobacco state legislators'
agreement to accept the tax that
prompted the Senate Finance
Committee to attach tobacco
legislation to the $38 billion
budget-cutting bill.
"I have a commitment that
the president will not veto this
thing," said Forgy, a possible
Republican gubernatorial candidate in 1987. "Miller's letter is
to be expected. He's the budget
director, and he's supposed to be
opposed to revenue losses."
The reform bill would
dramatically revamp the pricesupport and production-control
program as part of a bargain
with the major cigarette companies. which have as-reed to

buy out existing tobacco
surpluses at discounted_ prices.
The changes call (ctr,a..roll.koack
in price supports, a more slowly
rising price-support formula
and greater company say in setting marketing quotas.
"Right now, most people think
we se going to win that (vote)
and, if we do, it's going to be a
great day for Kentucky," Forgy
told the West Kentucky Press
Association Friday night.
"lf that bill is defeated, you'll
see burley tobacco cease to be
grown in marginal farming
areas ... such as Butler County
because of a narrow profit
margin and. declining price
supports.
"If the bill fails, other states
will pick up tobacco production
and Kentucky will cease to be
synonymous with tobacco."

McDonald
defends
teacher
program
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Superintendent of Public Instruction Alice McDonald says it
will take time to iron out some
problems with Kentucky's new
beginning-teacher program, but
it is worth the initial trouble.
"You have to start
somewhere," she said. "No
doubt it's going to be better five
years from now."
"I think the question is
whether the program is worth
the trouble," added James
Fouche, McDonald's associate
superintendent for instruction.
"We believe (it) is worthwhile."
The program, which went into
effect in January, requires that
all first-year teachers pass the
National Teacher Examination
and undergo a year's internship
in the classroom before being
certified.

Stall photo. ht Desid Tuck

Kiwanians host gun show
Gun enthusiasts flocked this weekend to Calloway County Middle School. si* of the Murray Kiwanis
Club Gun and Knife Show (bottom photo). Above. Pat Jones, a Murray native now living in Sikeston,
Mo., checks the barrel of a shotgun. Proceeds from the show will go to help underprivileged children in
the Calloway County area, Kiwanis spokesmen said.

Some school administrators
have complained about the program, saying its teacher
evaluators were not adequately
trained; that principals had little time to cope with its
demands; and that it could
discourage some people from
choosing a career in teaching.
Fouche said Friday that
evaluators received sufficient
and intensive training for the
first year. He added, however,
that the state was considering
extending the training from
three to four days and providing
additional help.
Fouche acknowledged that
some districts were hiring only
experienced teachers to avoid
the extra work involved with the
beginning-teacher program. He
said about 1,000 new teachers
were expected to be hired this
school year, but only about 800
were employed.
Because they had not taken
the NTE, some teachers who
moved to Kentucky from other
states experienced difficulty being hired unless they had five
years experience. Fouche said
his office planned to ask the 1986
Legislature to change the experience requirement to three
years.
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) Meanwhile. Department of
The recent rash of escapes
highlight the deficiencies of the
Education officials said the new
remedial instruction program -.county jails in the state, says
Jim Knauf, president of the Kenfor students in the first and setucky Jailers Association,
cond grades was running
meeting here this week to comsmoothly and was received
"very positively." The $14.5
plete its legislative package.
-The last priority in any couprnillion..program • which l'tr,art
this school year. is serving
tY in the state of Kentucky has
always been the jail," said
12,223 students in all but one of
Knauf, the Kenton CoNinty jailer.
the state's 180 districts.
"They have the lowest pay scale
Joahne Brooks, head of the
and the lowest number of
department's division of comemployees "
pensatory education, said no
Knauf said that many of the
pupils in the Anchorage Independent District needed the
102 jails serving Kentucky 120
counties are "cracker box,"
additional help.

Many of Kentucky's county jails invite
inmate's escape attempts, says Knauf
low-quality buildings with low
levels of staffing that virtually
invite inmate escape attempts.
The most publicized jail
escape took place at the Johnson
County jail when 33-year-old
Randy Haight and two others
escaped while the only guard on
..
duty.sletit
•
Haight has been cilarged with
murdering two Danville
residents after his escape, and a
Lexington police officer was accidentally shot by another officer during a manhunt for
Haight in a Mercer County
cornfield
No statistics are kept hy the

state on county jail escapes. But
there are many other instances
of escapes this year. A few are:
- A state police investigation
has determined that a flimsy
door lock allowed a group of
prisoners in the Letcher County
jail to, come and go as they
_pleased for more than two week§„..._
before the lock was fixed. Three %
prisoners in the jail during that
time were awaiting trial "far the
death' penalty," said a state
police detective.
- James R. Becker, 25, charged with murdering his step((loott'd an pair ld)

toect,
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MHS band returns from Nashville
competition with three trophies
The Murray High School Tiger
Band brought home three
trophies from their last competition of the season Saturday at
the Music City Invitational Marching Contest in Nashville.
Murray won awards for
superior drum major and color
guard performances during the
afternoon preliminary competition. The Tiger Band also won
second place in its class and a
superior performance award
during the evening finals
competition.
The students did an outstanding job in both preliminary and
finals competition." remarked

MHS band director Gary
Mullins. "I was very pleased,
they did their best."
Twenty-four bands from Kentucky and Tennessee participated in the Music City Invitational. Only 4 points out of
200 seperated Murray from the
band from Clinton, Tennessee,
that won the sweepstakes award
in the small band division, according to Mullins.
Heather Doyle is drum major
of the Murray band Lee Estes
is color guard captain.
Debbie Roos, Kelly Cathey,
Shannon Wells, Kenneth
Mikulcik, Robert La.Mastus, Joe

Mansker, Kellye Olson, and
Allison Sickel are soloists for the
Tiger Marching Band
Section leaders for this year's
band include Robert LaMastus,
Anne-Marie Hale, Kelly Bolls,
Megan Stroup, Michelle
Garland, Debbie Roos, Shannon
Wells, Lisa Shoemaker, and
Becky and Criasy Wolf.
Chuck Bradley is assistant
director of the Murray band.
Other staff include Robert
Lyons, Melanie Dawson, Jeff
Graves and Arthur Davis.
The above article was submitted by the Murray High Band
•
Boosters.

HIGHER EDUCATION WEEK PROCLAIMED — Joining Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis and Calloway
County Judge-Executive George H. Weeks in proclaiming Higher Education Week in Calloway County
is Dr. Kale M. Stroup, president of Murray State University. The proclamation was signed in honor of
National Higher Education Week, October 21-27.

Veterinary conference will be telecast to
Hopkinsville's Breathitt Veterinary Center

any shoppers
claim your reward:

Area veterinarians will have
an opportunity to learn through
the modern technology of a
satellite video teleconference at
the Murray State University
Breathitt Veterinary Center
(BVC)in Hopkinsville Thursday
evening, Oct. 24.
A telecast titled "Bovine
Respiratory Disease" made
available througb the National
University Teleconference Network (NUTN) will be shown at
the BVC at 7 p.m. The program,
which is tree to veterinarians,
will cover both prevention and
therapy.
Originated by the College of
Veterinary Medicine at

Oklahoma State University, the
headquarters of the NUTN, the
teleconference is part of the fall
meeting of the West Central
Kentucky Veterinary Medical
Association, which is headed by
Dr. Douglas Hooks of Princeton
as president.
Topics to be addressed on the
program include: an overview
of the bovine respiratory disease
problem; interferon; husbandry
management of stocker calves;
nutritional management; and
A
health management.
question-and-anSwer session
will conclude the telecast.
Dr. Wade Kadel, director of
the BVC, said veterinarians who

participate in the teleconference
will earn continuing education
credit.
The NUTN is a three-year-old
organization of institutions of
higher education whose prime
mission is to provide high.
quality and cost-effective
telecommunications-related
services to members and appropriate external groups.
It provides a conprehensive
set of services, including coordination, consulting, marketing,
access to program selection,
equipment acquisition, and inservice training for memebers
and non-members.

With this coupon
take'10 off any
JCPenney catalog
order placed before
November 15th.
The Colorado Wind Quintet
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Colorado Wind Quintet to perform
in Tuesday concert at Murray State

Simply clip this coupon and
redeem it on any catalog
order of $75 or more placed
before November 15th.
Coupon is good on
merchandise ordered from
any of our current catalogs.
And you can redeem your
coupon when you pick up
your order at any JCPenney
Catalog Department or
Catalog Sales Center.
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The Colorado Wind Quintet
from the University of Colorado
at Boulder will present a concert
of music by Rameau, Bennett,
Andriessen and Nielsen at Murray State University on Tuesday
afternoon, Oct. 22.
Scheduled to begin at 12:30
p.m. in the Farrell Recital Hall
of the Doyle Fine Arts Center,
the program is part of the
1985-88 Artist Series of Concerts

MIMI

JCPenney
Catalog Bonus Coupon
AUTHORIZED BY

IkaGe14
No. MW85

$10

Local officials report
two weekend incidents

_ham,

Limit one per customer towards any catalog order over $75 that's placed at a JCPenney
Catalog Dept Of Sales Center before Nov. 15th, 1985.
This coupon good on merchandise ordered from any of our currently active catalogs Redeem it
at any JCPenney Catalog Dept or Sates Center when picking up your order
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The JCPenney Catalog
Store Hours:
Mon.-t:- l am.-9 p.m.
Sun. 12:30-5:30 p.m.
Irjej,WI

0124
*MN. J C eseepy company,'PK

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Ky. 42071
Office 759-1400
Catalog 759-4080

Murray police have a 37-yearold Murray resident lodged in
the Calloway County Jail on
charges of theft by unlawful taking over $100 and third degree
burglary. The arrest was made
In connection with a break-in at
Byron's Discount Pharmacy
during the weekend.
Carl Ricky Rickman, of Coldwater Road, was arrested
about 8 p.m. Sunday, according
to the Murray Police
Department.
In a separate incident, a 1979
International cab-over truck
was reported stolen from
Trucks, Trailer( and Buses,
locad three miles south of
Murray.
The truck, valued at $18,000,
was reported stolen sometime
between 12:01 and 10 a.m. Sunday by a person or persons who
broke into the lot and drove the
truck through the chain link
fence surrounding the lot.

and Programs.
Murray State students will be
admitted at no charge. Others
will pay a $3 tax-deductible admission charge, with proceeds
to be used to support music
scholarships.
Organized in 1980, the Colorado Wind Quintet has performed throughout the Midwest,
Southeast and Southwest. It appeared as a fetured ensemble at

the 1985 International Double
Reed Society Convention where
it presented the premiere performance of the "Concerto for
Wind Quintet" by Richard
Rodney Bennett.
Members of the quintet are:
Karen Yonovitz, flute; Susar
Logan, oboe; Philip Aaholm,
clarinet; David Pinkow, horn;
and Robert Olson, bassoon.

Need Line schedules its
seventh council meeting
Murray-Calloway County
Need Line Association will have
its seventh council meeting on
Tuesday, Oct. 22, at 7 p.m. at
Calloway Public Library, 710
Main St., Murray. Need Line is a
community and church
cooperative ministry.
The council consists of
representatives from various
organizations and churches who
have chosen to be affiliated with.
Need Line. Each congregationmay elect two lay delegates and
one - ministerial delegate. Each
organization may elect one
representative. Any Individual
who contributes to Neid Line
also is welcome to attend the
council meetings.
Euple Ward, executive direc-

tor, will give her report of the
case work. She works with
Carolyn Outland, caseworker, in
the Need Line Office, located at
209 Maple St., Murray.
Volunteers also assist Ward
and Outland at the office with
Alida Graves as coordinator of
volunteers who will report at the
Tuesday meeting.
Groover Parker, treasurer,
who volunteers many hours of ,
work for the Need Line, will give
a report. Various task force-committee reports also will be
given.
Sid Easley, president of Need
Line, urges all interested persons to attend the meeting on
Tuesday to learn about the work
of the Need Line organization

•
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royko says
by mike royko

'

Understanding diplomatic rages
I think the average American
has difficulty understanding
high-level diplomatic relations.
And there's a good reason for
this. Most Americans have common sense and see things in simple but practical terms.
In contrast, many of the people
who
engage
in
big-time
diplomacy often sound like
they're nuts.
There can be no better example of this than the hysterical indignation of President Hosni
Mubarak of Egypt.
He's demanding that President
Reagan apologize to him. And not
just to him personally. He wants
Reagan to apologize to his entire
country — every man, woman
and child. I'm not sure if the
apology covers camels, too.
He's in a terrible snit because
our fighter planes intercepted his
airliner and forced it to land in
Italy, so that the fleeing hijackers
could be arrested.
He says that if he doesn't get an
apology, our countries might not
be close pals for very long.
And he's not alone. It appears
that just about everybody in
Egypt feels that way. News
stories are filled with accounts of
gnashing of teeth and tearing of
hair by Egyptians who feel their
national honor has been stomped
on like a helpless bug.
Mubarak is so upset that he
says he has even refused to read
a friendly, conciliatory letter that
Reagan sent him. If it's not a
groveling apology, he doesn't
want to be bothered.
That's what I mean about the

strange
workings of the
diplomatic mind.
For the last few days, most
Americans thought that we were
the ones who were supposed to be
mad at Egypt.
And with good cause. It was to
Egypt that the four young terrorists finally surrendered after
they struck a great blow for their
cause by putting a couple of
bullets into an elderly, crippled
American citizen and tossing him
and his wheelchair over the side
of a ship.
1
In our simp1e-ntIjded way, we
thought that people who hijack
ships, terrorize the innocent, and
murder the helpless ought to be
brought to justice.
But what did Mubarak do? He
said, gosh, he didn't know
anybody had been murdered.
And by the time he did know, it
was too late. He had already let
the murderers out of his country.
To show what a compassionate
guy he really is, though, he said
that if he had known about the
murder, he'd have never let them
get away.
Right there, you have to
wonder what kind of stiff the guy
is. The least you would expect is
that he'd wait for a head count on
the ship before he sends the
killers on their way.
But it turns out that what
Mubarak did was far worse than
being dumb.
•
Even while the terrorists were
still in his country, he knew the
murder had been committed.
People in his government have
admitted it.
So he flat-out lied to us and let

the killers sneak out of his country anyway. The reason he lied is
that he doesn't want the PLO or
any other Palestinian terrorists
mad at him.
Let us be charitable for a moment. Let us take the position
that it's a tendency of most people to look out for their own hides.
And that's what Mubarak was
doing.
Fine. As the old saying goes:
The Lord can't stand a coward.
But he doesn't think much of
fools, either.
But after he gave shelter to
known murderers and provided
the known murderers with a
plane to fly them to safety, he
seems astonished that we
wouldn't go along with his selfserving game.
When we saw the chance, we
did exactly what we should have
done. We intercepted the plane,
persuaded it to land, and saw that
the killers were pinched. It
wasn't really any different than
cop cars chasing down crooks
trying to make a getaway. They
don't always have time to get a
warrant or a legal opinion.
Now, any self-respecting lying
coward would know what to do
when caught in his lies and
cowardice. He should have the
decency to shut his mouth,
maybe look sheepish, and lie low
until it blows over.
But what has Mubarak done?
He's howling that we are terrorists for forcing down the plane
carrying the murdering terrorists. He's claiming that by
catching him in his lies and doing
something about it, we have in-

suited and betrayed him and his
entire country.
If that makes sense to
Mubarak, maybe he's been out in
the Egyptian sun too often

without a hat.
Despite the intensity of
Mubarak's indignation, I've
noticed that he hasn't said a word
about rejecting the $2 billion a

year in welfare that his country
gets from us. Without which, they
couldn't survive.
I guess there are some limits to
a fellow's nationalistic pride.

arvest Days Sale

Reason to honor college faculty members
BY Jay G. Close
It might seem presumptuous
EDITOR'S NOTE — Dr. Close
the program, me u.l. 13111 was
for a college professor to com- Is an associate professor
often criticized as a giveaway
in Kenment on the theme of National tucky State University's
program, a gigantic boondoggle,
School
Higher Education Week which is of Business. He has a
a total waste of the taxpayer's
doctorate
"Honor Thy Faculty." However, of business administra
tion from
money.
having arrived on the campus U.S International
University in
Today it is obvious that this
scene to begin a teaching career San Diego, Calif.
was one of the wisest inonly four short years ago. I am
vestments that could nave been
still inclined to regard myself as accompanying requiremen
made to prepare a whole
ts of
an impartial observer compar- self-direction, creati
generation of postwar leaders in
vity, and ining recent experiences with
dividual excellence are univerall fields of endeavor. It allowed
those of 30 years in industry, sal yardsticks by which
us to magnify the knowledge of
these efprivate business, and the fots are measured.
college faculties across the namilitary.
There is more than ample
tion. This knowledge was
All too often the college pro- evidence that the quality
previously available only to be
of effessor is pictured as a theoreti- fort on the part of colleg
limited strata of our population.
e and
cian, an unrealistic character university faculty memb
Whenever I hear criticism of
ers had
who spends most of the time in long been equal to the
our present national student
challenge.
research and contemplation, At the end of World
loan and grant programs. I try
War II,
punctuated with an occasional literally millions of veter
ans, c7 to focus the conversation on the
foray into the classroom to termany of whom came from famineed for continued vertical
rorize and humiliate students. ly backgrounds where
mobility within our society and
college
Although this characterization
was beyond the veil of reality,
the long-range impact of a wellmay provide grist for the suddenly found the door
educated electorate on the
open
Hollywood mill, it is an unfor- when Congress initiated
course of national affairs.
the G.I.
tunate stereotype that we often Bill.
Education and the learning
have to overcome in order to
Those of us who finished our
process itself may be in for a
open channels of communica- degrees under the G.I.
kind of passage in the years
Bill can
tion with students and the attest to the stimulatio
ahead. American college and
n receivcommunity.
ed from countless faculty
university faculty members
In reality, most professors
members who understood our
those men and women that our
spend most of their time skepticism, captured
nation honors this week —
our inteaching classes and working terest and eventually devel
generally abhor the simple
oped
with individual students. The our almost invisible talent
regurgitation of subject matter
s.
sheer productivity and involveNow that I know from firstand are always searching for
ment of my colleagues in cam- hand experience what the
ways to help students teach
work
pus and community affairs is a load is like, I can appreciate
themselves to become selfthe
source of surprise and admira- enormous effort that facult
guided lifelong learners, going
y
tion for their single-minded
members and college adbeyond their present knowledge
dedication to their students and
ministrators must have put
and awareness to sense and
their institutions.
forth to physically accomrelate to future opportunities for
I can assure you that the
modate that tremendous influx
growth and contribution.
members of my new profession of veterans, to adjust to
our
The scientific developments
are very well informed about the needs and often the needs
of our
gener
ated — often by faculty —
world beyond the campus families, to help us find our
way
on our campuses that return to
borders. They are pragmatic, back into the civilian world
, and,
us as new tools to revolutionize
action oriented, and totally in- most importantly, to help
us to
the educational process cannot
volved in shaping their collec- discover and develop the
best
get here too soon. There is an
tive impact and thus the impact within ourselves.
urgent need to find more efficent
of higher education on our naThose faculty members two
ways for faculty to help the
tional way of life. This is the generations back not only
had a
broader public stay current. The
Stuff of dedication.
profound impact on our personal
average person can expect to
If faculty members really lives, but on the technologica
l
change careers three to five
think that the way they do their and economic developmen
t of
times before retirement and,
jobs can influence and have
our nation, as well.
even then, need to learn new
lasting impact on the students in
This macroeconomic impact
skills to plan for and enjoy the
their c4assrooms — that the of education is
of particular imleisure years.
ideas they explore with students portance as we give
special conObviously the person who has
tritty make a critical difference sideration to the contribution
s of
developed strong analytical and
in students' futures — then it faculty members durin
g Naproblem-solving techniques —
follows that a good deal of effort tional Higher Education Week
and for millions, techniques
must be put into the task. The (Oct. 19-28). In the early years
developed through what they
have learned from college professors — is better equipped to
address the future than the person to whom life just "happens."
WALTER L. APPERSON,
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Only 14.99
Woven corduroy slacks
and woven topsfor adults.
For her:
Orig. $24 and $20. Ladies' polyester/cotton yarn dyed woven plaid
shirt in
assorted plaids. Pair with pleated corduroy slacks with D-ring belt.
Solid colors.

For him
Long sleeve woven plaid shirt in spread orliOtton-down (not show
n)collars
Polyesterfcottor in handsome plaids. Or 100% cotton corduroy slacks with
belt
loops and classic styling Solid colors

Store Hours:l
Mon.-Sat. 9 am.-9
p.m.
Sun. 1230-540 p.m,
Prices Effectie lima

Sun.

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray. Ky. 42071
Office 759-1400
Catalog 759-4080
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MITRIZAY TODAY
Anniversary reception on Sunday

Mirrray Ledger 81 Times

Jo Burkecn

Baker-Bradley vows solemnized
1
;4

Mr. and Mrs. Burgess
Marine of Rt. 1, Farmington will celebrate
their 80th wedding anniversary on Sunday,
Oct. 27.
A reception will be
held from 2 to 4 p.m. in
the Hospitality room of
the University Branch
of the Bank of Murray.
Their daughter, Mrs.
Frances Buckner, will
be hostess.
All friends and
relatives are invited to
attend. The couple requests that guests not
bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Marine
were married on Oct. 31,
1925, by Mrs. Marine's
father, the Rev. Eliash
F. Adams, at his home.
Their attendants were
the late Fonzie Cobb and
the late Euple Rowland
Lee.
Mrs. Marine, the
former Fredonia
Adams, is the daughter
of the late Rev. Elisah
Adams and Annie
Woiford Adams. She
was employed with
Belk-Settle Department
Store for 25 years.
Mr. Marine is the son
of the late George
Monroe Marie and Lillie
May Hargrove Marine.
He was a butcher with
Alexander's Grocery
and Parker Food
Market.
Both Mr. and Mrs.
Marine are now retired.
They have two
daughters, Mrs.
Frances Buckner of
Murray and Mrs. Terry
(Imogene) Penland of
Littleton, Colo.
Their seven grandchildren are Jean

Mr. and Mrs. Burgess Marine
married for 60 years
Carole Buckner
Rehwald, Charles
Buckner, Michael Herndon, Ronald Herndon,
Steve Herndon, Joan

Herndon and Tim Herndon. One grandson,
David .Herndon, is
deceased.
Mr. and Mrs. Marine

have three greatgrandchildren, Steven
Rehwald, Shannon Lee
Buckner and Erica
Lane Buckner.

Scholarships available at university
Transylvania University is looking for 25
good students to receive
scholarships from the
Lexington institution
that cover tuition, fees,
room, and board.
The scholarships are
part of the Thomas Jefferson Scholars Program which awards 25
complete scholarships
each year to outstanding high school seniors.
According to Joanne
Sawyer, director of admissions, the value of
each ,Thomas Jefferson
Scholarship is over
$34,000 and is the most
prestigious and competitive of the scholarship opportunities at
Transylvania.
"Unlike many other
scholarships, selections
as a Thomas Jefferson
Scholar is not based on
academic achievement
alone. Nominees are

Befora Loretta Lynn
Thom Was Patsy Clin•
Sys**, Dreants(P0-13)
*.lassIca Lange

carefully judged in such
Transylvania Univerareas as leadership sity was established in
ability, citizenship, and
character, as well as
scholastic performance.
"In addition, the
financial situation of the
student's family has no
bearing whatsoever on
selections. The scholarship is awarded solely
on merit," Mrs. Sawyer
added.
Ms. Sawyer also noted
that scholarhips are
available for qualified
students from Appalachia through the
John R. Bryden Scolarship Fund. For additional information on
scholarship opportunities at Transylvania
University write: Office
of Admissions, Transylvania University,
Lexington, Ky. 40508.
asaaNelllemsw

Former President and
Chief Justice William
Howard Taft was buried
In Arlington National
Cemetery March 11,
1930.

NEED A LOGOS?
A new clersign tor your business
cerd store, stationary etc In
dryelualized drawings done at a
reasonable

Call 759-9567
after 4 p.m.
ceottral canter 763-3314

silk. ,
Or,
%Ur
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SPECIAL PROGRAM — Michele Reilly, a consumer educator with General Electric Major Appliance Business Group in Louisville, wil present a program on "New Trends in Majtr Appliances" on Friday, Oct. 25, from 1 to 3 pm. In
Calloway Public Library. She will show slides
and review the trends toward more compact appliances, new electronic controls, Increased
energy efficiency and exciting new feature that
allow appliances to "interact" with usen, said
Jean Cloar, Calloway County Extension Agent
for Home Economics. This will be espechnly for
persons who are planning a dream hitches with
state-of-the-art appliances, to replace older appliances with more energy efficient moiels or
moving out of a big house into a smaller condo or
vacation home. This program is being sponsored
by Calloway County Homemakers' Association,
but it is open to all interested persons of the area.

Merry Christmas
from Spode

20% on
cheeloot at 7634314

Spode Christmas
Tree Pattern

*

Through Month of October
—Layaway Now For Christmas—
-41h,

Arar4o
-VIDEO TAPE •
VCK KENTALs
Mon. Sat. II am IN pni
Sun. I pen 10 pm
elleetson et.

1780 and awards
degrees in 23 majors.

1Furches Jewelry

The wedding of Miss
Stefane Lison Baker,
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. James L. Baker,
1800 Olive Blvd., Murray, and Robert Allen
Bradley Jr., son of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert A.
Bradley Sr. of
Owensboro, was solemnized in a mid-summer
double ring ceremony.
The Rev. James T.
Garland officiated. The
ceremony took place in
the sanctuary of Hazel
Baptist Church where
her parents were married 27 years before.
Presenting a program
of nuptial music were
Mrs. Oneida White,
organist and soloist, and
John Brandon of
Amarillo, Texas,
brother-in-law of the
groom, soloist.
The sanctuary was
centered with a white
wrought iron arch intwined with lily of the
valley and ivy and
centered with a large
pink satin bow. It was
flanked by matching
white wrought iron
stands holding ferns accented on either side by
two spiral candelabra
intwined with lily f the
valley and ivy.
The wedding was
directed by Mrs. Pat
Latimer, cousin of the
bride.
Miss Tiffany Coffey of
Oak Ridge, Tenn.,
cousin of the bride, kept.
the register.
The bride was
escorted by her father.
and given in marriage
carried silk cascading
by her parents.
She wore a formal hand bouquets of pink
gown of snow white silk carnations, ivy, and
organza and chantilly baby's breath accented
lace. The empire bodice with slim pink satin
underscored with a lace streamers.
band was enhanced by a
Misses Jessica and
half moon sheer yoke Jaime Brandon, nieces
outlined with a ruffle of of the groom, and Miss
lace and a stand up wed- Brytani Darnell, niece
ding band collar. The of the bride, served as
full bishop sleeves were flower girls. They wore
all lace with a wide cuff identical party length
at the wrist, edged with dresses of ice pink
a narrow ruffle. The batiste with matching
flared skirt featured in- lace gloves and carried
tervals of organza and lace baskets filled with
chantilly lace multi- baby pink silk rose
ruffles rising from the petals.
hemline and forming an
Robert A. Bradley,
apron effect adorned Sr., served as best man
with a wide satin bow at for his son. Groomsmen
the waist back. Tiers of were Mark Ralph of
ruffles formed a full Lexington and Robbie
chapel length train.
Bradley, Owensboro,
She wore a fingertip cousin of the groom.
veil of silk illusion edged Ushers were Marc
with lace flowing from a Darnell, brother-in-law
chantilly lace half of the bride, and Kevin
crown bandeau enhanc- Hite, both of Murray.
ed by a satin bow adornThe groom was ated with seed pearls.
tired in a pale gray forShe carried a silk mal tuxedo and matcascading colonial bou- ching cummerbund, acquet of white carna- cented with a tucked ice
tions, pink roses, ivy, pink on white shirt with
and baby's breath ac- a wing tip collar and
cented with white and gray bow tie. He wore a
pink satin streamers boutonniere of a single
and loops of pearls. Her pink silk rose touched
jewelry was a pearl with baby's breath, as
necklace and earrings did the fathers of the
given to her by her bridal couple.
brother.
The groomsmen and
Mrs. Shaun Baker the father of the bride
Darnell, her sister, were all attired in forserved as matron of mal pale gray tuxedoes.
honor. Serving as Each wore a single pink
bridesmaids were Mrs. silk carnation boutonTamara Price, Oak niere touched with
Ridge, Tenn., cousin of baby's breath, as did the
the bride, and Miss Kim grandfathers of the
Bradley, Owensboro, bridal couple.
Scott Seith of Oak
sister of the groom.
All of the attendants Ridge, Tenn., cousin of
were attired in identical the bride, served as ring
gowns of ice pink satin bearer. He was attired
and English Tulle. They in a tuxedo identical to

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Allen Bradley Jr.
that of the groomsmen.
Mrs. Baker, mother-of
the bride, wore a formal
length dress of pale
aqua chiffon with matching accessories and a
corsage of pink silk
roses and baby's breath.
Mrs. Bradley, mother
of the groom, wore an
Ice pink formal length
dress of quiana with
matching accessories
and a corsage of white
silk roses and baby's
breath.
A reception followed
in the fellowhip hall of
the church. The bridal
table draped with a floor
length white linen cloth,
held a centerpiece of a
silver branched
candelabrum intwined
with ivy and a spring
flower arrangement.
The three tiered wedding cake was
decorated with fresh
flowers and greenery.
Inside the tiers were arrange m ents of
miniature pink roses
and carnations. The
cake was topped with a
bride and groom
statuette inside a lace
and flower, pink and
white arch. Fruit punch
was served from a
footed silver bowl flanked by silver platters
holding pastel pink
mints and nuts.
Serving were Mrs.
Barbara Rodrigues and
Mrs. Karla Seith, aunt
and cousin of the bride,
respectively, of Oak
Ridge, Tenn., Mrs. June
Baker, aunt of the bride,
of Versailles, and Miss
Candace Latimer,
cousin of the bride.
Music was presented by
Mrs. Oneida White.
The rice bags were

distributed by Misses
Tazra and Teagan Coffey, cousins of the bride.
After a wedding trip
to Gatlinburg and the
Great Smoky Mountains
National Park, the new
Mr. and Mrs. Bradley
are now residing on
Route 2, Hazel.
Out-of-town guests included the following:
Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Hall and Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Baker, Frankfort;
Mr. and Mrs. Bart
Rodrigues, Mr. and
Mrs. David Price and
Mrs. Scott $eith, Oak
Ridge, Tenn.; Mr. and
Mrs. Lewis Cossler, Mr.
and Mrs. W.O. Bradley,
Jr., and Laura, Mr. and
Mrs. James W. Bradley
and Tammy, and Mrs.
Owen Bradley, all of
Owensboro; Mrs. Lola
McClellan, Becky and
Larry of Sayre, Okla.;
Mr. and Mrs. John
Brandon, Amarillo,
Texas.
Prenuptial events
given in honor of the
couple include the
following;
The groom's _parents
hosted a rehearsal dinner at The Colonial
House Smorgasbord.
Covers were laid for 30
persons.
A household shower
was given for the bride
by her aunt, Mrs. Helen
Baker Hall of
Frankfort;
A household and personal shower was given
in Community Room of
North Branch of
Peoples Bank by Mrs.
Shaun Baker Darnell,
Mrs. Gels. Edwards,
Mrs. Sylvia Patterson
and Mrs. Brent
Langston.

Jo Ann Whayne presents program for club
Millie Graves opened
her lake front home for
the SeptembVr meeting

of the Magazine Club.
Presenting the program was Jo Ann

Whayne. Her subject
was "The Fall Roundup," information she

had collected about tucky was from the
Kentucky Parks.
Cumberland River to
She showed how Ken- the Mississippi River. It
was first a national park
set aside for the Indians
who came for hunting,
salt and lift. The year
1984 was the 80th year of
national parks.
Kentucky parks are
family parks. Kentucky
has one of the outstanding park systems in the
nation. This can be at-'
tributed to a few
outstanaing leadenrand
a Kentucky legislature
willing to provide
money to establish and
for upkeep.
Western Kentu..cky
has outstanding parks.
sO° Two of the Kentucky
parks have theaters.

FARM RAI
Sob
CATFISH FILLET
1/2 Order $4.45
Full Order $5.95
1-1w, 641 North Murray, Ky. Opao 4 p.m. Mon.-Sat. 753-4141
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Kentucky Easter Seal Society meets
The"Kentucky Easter
Seal Society celebrated
62 years of sevice to the
disabled at its annual
meeting on Wednesday,
Oct. 16, at the Galt
House, Louisville.
The day's activities
started with a meeting
of the House of
Delegates at 10 a.m.
This group, the governing body of the Society,
Is composed of Easter
Seal volunteers from
throughout the state.
Among other items of
business conducted by
the delegates was a
presentation of a slate of
nominees for members
and officers of the board

of directors Of the state
Society. Nominees
elected at this session
were voted on later the
same day by the Ward
of directors.
The House of
Delegates meeting was
followed by a luncheon
meeting at noon presided by R. Bruce Farrer,
Society President.
Special guests included the 1985 Kentucky
Easter Seal Child Jessi
Fehrenbach; state campaign chairman Major
General Billy G.
Wellman; and a specially prepared video
presentation by Jamie
Brazzell, former Ken-

thaw Easter Seal Child
who is serving as the
1988 National Easter
Seal Child. State
Senator Joseph Prather
gave the keynote
address.
Throughout the day a
number of the Society's
key volunteers received
special recognition for
their work this year for
the benefit of the
Society's disabled
clients. Among those
who were cited were
University of Louisville
Football Coach Howard
Schnellenberger; Major
General Billy G.
Wellman; Telethon
Chairman Taylor Rice;
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VIP Chairman Cynthia
Greene; wheelchair
athletes Jim Walser and
Nat Carter; and Easter
Seal facility chairmen
Betty Tufts, Weldon
Harris, Carl Harrison,
Gail Peacock and Jimmy Code11.
A meeting of the
Society's board of directors was held immediately after the luncheon meeting.

fa,

Persons desiring information about the
society may write Kentucky Easter Seal Society, 233 East Broadway,
Louiville, Ky. 40202, or
call 1-584-9781.

Ralston serves, financial analyst intern
Doug Ralston of
Paducah, a Murray
State University senior,
served as a financial
analyst intern this summer at Schaer
Associates Inc. in Clearwater, Fla.
Schaer Associates
Inc. is a 5-year-old consulting firm, with corporate headquarters in
Laconia, N.H., which
specializes in assisting
defendants involved in
construction claims.
As an entry level
financial analyst,
Ralston's job was to

place dollar values on
construction damage
which had been assessed by the technical people who worked for the
company.

computer to
demonstrate how computers could make the
company more efficient. His work prompted the company to
"I had very little purchase its own perbackground in construc- sonal computers.
"I developed spread
tion or design. This did
not hurt me because the sheets so that I could do
technical people are most of my work on the
very good about ex- personal computer inpressing themselves in stead of on an adding
lay terms," Ralston machine. That made the
work faster for me," he
said.
said.
While at Schaer
At the time Ralston
Associates Inc., Ralston applied for the
job,
used his own personal Schaer Associates
Inc.

was not looking for an
intern but for a full-time
employee. By hiring
Ralston temporarily,
the company was able to
continue working at full
capacity while still looking for the right person
to fill the permanent
position.
When Ralston finishes
his bachelor's degree in
economics, he plans to
attend graduate school
to work toward a
master's degree in
business
administration.

Album by 'Happy' Chandler is available

CALLOWAY REPRESENTED Members of Calloway County High School
Chapter of Future
Homemakers of America attended the
regional meeting held Sept. 21 at Curris Center,
Murray State
University. Attending were, from left, Cindy
Dunn, president; Dana McCuiston, first vice
Lisa Namiey, honor roll chairman;
president;
Tammy Barnett, reporter; Leigh Ann
Steely, second vice president; Carol Bailey, treasurer; Cindy
Edwards, co-historian; Maisel& Prescott,
recreation and song
leader. Also attending but not pictured
were Susan McCuiston, secretary, Marlene
Beach and Lucy
Forrest, advisors.

Down Concord Way

Writer appreciates special articles
By ESTELLE WW1:IASI)

might be next.
Hopefully, James Patterson. after heart
surgery will be home
and A.O. Woods gnd
others have recovered
from pneumonia.
Mrs. Harry Hawkins
of West View, with her
family, had cake and ice
cream for her birthday
Sept. 15. Congratulations to a very sweet
lady.
Daily since there have
been so many deaths by
earthquakes, plane and
car crashes, murders,
suicides, fires and
sickness, I re-read I
Corinthians 15:55 and
am more puzzled by the

question, "0 death, occasionally in this
where is thy sting? 0 column.
Autumn is a lovely but
sad season with leaves
grave, where is thy
Too late, I recall Max
An album by A.B. are "Happy's Early the remarks of "Happy
benefited from falling to the ground,
victory?"
often singing in country
"Happy" Chandler is Days," "From Sports to on Happy," and
with Chandler's courageous 'and work being finished
Surely, the world is choirs at funerals,
.
being sold locally Politics," "Governor him singing "My
and
Old acts, especially from his
feeling the sting of he always took
The Rev. Bill Hart
through Paducah Com- Chandler Improves Kentucky Home."
time to
Other decision -as Commis- and wife stopped by
death.
be friendly.
munity College. The Kentucky,""Happy and songs include
"Boy of sioner of Baseball to with some beautif
We must wait for the
ul
If we would only give
proceeds from the sale Jackie Robinson," and Mine," "Beca
use," "clear the way for roses inspiring me
victory of death, but I our flowers while people
to
of the album will go to "Happy and Adolph "Danny Boy," and
"If I Jackie Robinson to give roses while I live.
Corinthians 2:9 pro- lived.
the Paducah Junior Col- Rupp."
Loved You."
become modern
So I wish to tell M.C.
mises "Eye hath not
We hope that young
lege Foundation Fund.
In a letter to baseball's first black Garrott how I
seen nor ear heard, David Futrell
look for
The record, titled
Chandler also Chandler, Presid
is
ent player."
his "Garrotts Galley"
neither have entered in- recovering now,
"Happy — A Collection reminisces about FDR, Reagan said, "Havin
and
g
to
article. I admired Bob
the heart of man the that James Patters
of Songs and Truman, McArthur, recorded your memoir
on is
The album is $10 plus Miller for telling him
s,
things which God hath able to walk up his
Memories,- features Ike, Churchill, Babe you have
hill
done all of us a $2 for shipping and may about Wesley Lakelan
prepared for them that after surgery.
d
the former Governor of Ruth, and Ty Cobb. He great favor by sharing
ordered
be
from the Village, and saying that
love Him."
Most every famiy has
Kentucky speaking talks about the your recollec
tions from PJC Foundation Fund, we should work together
As I write this, sorrow over the living
about his past ex- "Chandler Philosophy" a long life in service
or
to P.O. Box 7380, Paducah, to help each other.
perhaps boring some. I the dead.
periences, as well as and also expresses his the public."
Ky. 42002-7380 or by callAnd
recall
I did appreciate
Max Churchill
Now as autumn leaves
singing.
opinions on Nixon, JFK,
President Reagan ing the PCC Develop- the article about
once complimenting me drift down as a
how
Some of the topics RFK, Carter and LBJ.
curtain.
also commented on how ment Office, (502) people are taking an infor using Bible verses words of William
featured on the album
The album ends with Americans had 442-6131, ext. 121.
Cullen
terest rejuvenating old
Bryant's poem,
Waters' school building
"Thanatopsis." recur:
now in Murray "So live that when
Calloway County Park.
they summons come,
It was moved from a
With an unfaltering
NASHVILLE, Tenn. "I
hillside of the Dick MonNever Quite Got trust approa
ch thy
(AP) — Mike Reid, the Back
tgomery farm which we
(From Loving grave
Paducah '8 5, a submitted by artists to
former Cincinnati You);"
George Founds of received $100 honorable owned from
1959 to 1977
"Prisoner of the
regional art competition from the Paducah area Cape
Like on who wraps the
Girardeau, Mo., mention awards for when ill health caused Bengals all-pro defen- Highway;"
"Show drapery of his couch
co-sponsored by the as well as Louisville, for his
graphite "Spirit Vessel," a mix- us to sell to younger and sive" tackle, has been Her;" "Still
Paducah Art Guild and Carbondale, Cape drawing
Losing about him
honored as songwriter You"
.
ed media drawing, and stronger farmers.
and "To Me."
Lourdes Hospital, open- Girardeau, Murray,
' And lies down to pleaof
the
year
• Robert Shapiro, "The Comet," an oil on
by
the
Two former teachers
ed Oct. 13 at the Art Owensboro, and Metropolis,
sant
dreams."
Ill., receiv- linen.
there, Otis and Guy American Society of
ASCAP, a performing
Guild Gallery.
Compos
Nashville.
ers,
Author
ed the $300 second place
s,
A reception was at the Lovins, are disabled
rights organization, also
The second annual
Forty-four works award for "Passages", Art Guild Gallery on now,
and Publishers.
honored songwriters
proving the imporcompetition, open to all were selected for the ex- a cibach
ASCAP on Wednesday Hal
rome print.
Oct. 13 for the artists tance of doing our best
David and Albert
artists residing in Ken- hibit by the juror, Ralph
lauded Reid, who has Hammo
• The $200 third place selected for the show, today as a recent
nd for "To All
article
tucky and any artist Arnold, professor of art award went to
Steven the co-sponsors. suggested in which a pig been writing songs pro- the Girls I've
Loved
within a 150 mile radius at Loyola University, Bishop, Murray
, for Lourdes Hospital, the wondered why the cow fessionally for about Before," the most
perof Paducah, attracted Chicago. Arnold award- "Video Tape
five
years,
for
co- formed country
Worm 2," members of the was more popular than
tune
in
155 artists who submit- ed a total of $1200 in a cast bronze sculptu
re. Paducah Art Guild, ar- a pig. The cow sug- writing five top songs: 1984.
ted a total of 267 entries. cash to five works in the
• Cynthia Small, Car- tists entering the com- gested that it might be
Paintings, drawings, exhibition.
bondale, Ill., and Dr. petition, and special because cows give
milk
(Cont'd from page 4)
photog
prints,
raphs,
• Winner of the $500 Georgia Tangi, guests.
daily. Bacon and Lexington
and sculptures were first place award went Owensboro,
has
the
only literature from the park
each
The Paducah '85 Ex- sausage come after hog
horse
park
service and distributed
in
the
world.
hibit will continue killing. The giver
The speaker has a packet to each
through
Nov.
10.
The
nlisses joy of giving.
Without stirring, boil
Butterscotch
toured and camped in a member present.
You are in
We do hope that daily number
until mixture is a heavy Gallery is located at 200
Coffee Pudding
of Kentucky
Hazel Tarry gave the
Broadw
ay,
Paduca
h, news will be better than
busine
ssfor
syrup and looks amber
% cup sugar
parks and said she was devotion. Lochie Hart is
% cup cornstarch
color - about 10 with hours being from recently. Ecclesiastes 3 very impressed with the club president.
yourse
lf...
'when
noon to 4 p.m., Tuesday says, "To everything
21,4 cups skim milk
minutes.
accommodations in all
The club will meet
you
through
Saturda
advert
and
y
ise in
1
there
is
a
season."'Daily of these parks.
Over moderately low
IA cup cold strong
Thursday. Oct. 24, with
classf
we have dreaded what
fied!
heat gradually stir in re- to 5 p.m. on Sunday.
coffee
She had collected Mrs. Hart as hostess.
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near side of pan. Conwater
Betty Hinfon's
tinue cooking, stirring
2 tablespoons butter
For all your Tavel Reservations Coll
constantly, until syrup
1 teaspoon vanilla
Stir together 1,4 cup of and milk are blended.
the sugar and the cor- Stir in reserved corINXIMLAND *INTER
nstarch; gradually stir nstarch mixture. StirrGot Your Christmal Framing
in 114 cup of the Till( and ing constantly over
By CECILT BROWNSTONE
Associsbed Press Feed LOW
the coffee, keeping moderate heat, boil unDone Early-15% D1Scount on
smooth; reserve.
til as thick as mayonAny Frame Job Broviht In
RAN GETOP SUPPER
In a saucepan stir naise. Off heat. Stir in
Tuna Patties,
•prreser,,
, q
Before Nov. 1, 1)85
together remaining butter and vanilla.
Vegetables, ButAmerica
n and International Trave!time
sugar and water; over
Turn into individual
CLASSIFIEDS
753-0077 Murray Mon-Set. 10-5
terscotch Coffee modera
te heat, stirring bowls. Refrigerate,
Phone 753-1916
Pudding
often, bring to a boil. covered, to set.

Steven Bishop wins honor at Guild show

Mike Reid honored
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Luncheon, golf, bridge scheduled

DATEBOOK
David J. Voyles born
Mr. and Mrs. David Alan Voyles of Henderson
are the parents of a son, David Jeremiah,
weighing seven pounds five ounces, measuring
20% inches, born on Thursday, Sept. 26, at 9:29
a.m. at Community Methodist Hospital, Henderson. The mother is the former Tonya Kirk.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. David Voyles of
Henderson and Mrs. Dorothy Kirk of Murray and
the late Pat L. Kirk. Great-grandparents are
Mrs. Ruby Kirk of Murray, Mr. and Mrs Clyde
Schroader of Dexter, Joe May of Prattville, Ala.,
Charlie and Pansy Williams of Henderson and
Mr. and Mrs Hazel Voyles of Huntsville, Texas.

Hawpe will be speaker
David W. Hawpe will become the first speaker
as part of the Ed Ryan lecture series at Kentucky Wesleyan College, Owensboro, on Thursday, Oct. 24. The series, named in honor of the
late Ed Ryan, will deal with journalism, First
Amendment issues as well as political subjects.
Each year a noted speaker will come to
Wesleyan to share ideas, experiences and concerns in these areas. Hawpe, managing editor of
the Louisville Courier-Journal, will speak on
"Journalism: A Question of Celebrity" at 3 p.m.
and "Rage, Rage, Against the Dyeing Light" at
7:30 p.m.

Fielder graduates
Tech. Sgt. Eugene D. Fielder, son of Faye M.
Jewell of Rt. 8, Murray, has graduated from an
Air Force major command non-commissioned
officer academy at Barksdale Air Force Base,
La. He received advanced military leadership
and management training. Fielder is a conventional munitions maintenance supervisor with
the 97th Munitions Maintenance Squadron at
Blytheville Air Force Base, Ark. He is a 1972
graduate of Murray High School.

Johnson finishes course
Navy Airman Apprentice Melinda H. Johnson,
daughter of Perry T. and Lottie F. Johnson of 100
Garden St., Murray, has completed the Aviation
Support Equipment Electrician's Course. During the nine-week course at the Naval Air
Technical Training Center, Millington, Tenn.,
Johnson received instruction on the operation of
automotive electrical systems, power
generating equipment and air conditioning
systems. She also studied preventive
maintenance procedures and troubleshooting
techniques. A 1982 graduate of Murray High
School, she joined the Navy in September 1985.

BPW will hear Booth
Dr. James Booth, vice president of Academic
Affairs at Murray State University, will be the
featured speaker at the special dinner of the
Business and Professional Women on Thursday,
Oct. 24, at 7 p.m. in Mississippi Room, Curris
Center, MSU. Dr. Kala Stroup had been scheduled to speak but has to attend a special out-oftown meeting. Reservations at $7 per person
should be made by today with Kathy Hodge at.
753-5131, Extension 338.

Shriners plan meetings
Murray Shrine Club will have its monthly
meeting on Thursday, Oct. 25, at 7 p.m. at
Western Sizzlin Restaurant, Murray. The Clown
Club will meet at 8 p.m. following the Shrine
meeting, according to Paul Claypool, club
spokesman.

Seniors plan program
The Senior Adults of First Baptist Church will
will have its monthly potluck dinner on Tuesday,
Oct. 22, at noon in the Fellowship Hall of the
church. Quint Guier was the scheduled speaker
but will be unable to attend because of illness. A
speaker from the Land Between the Lakes will
be featured.

Boosters will meet
The Murray Athletic Boosters will meet
Wednesday, Oct. 23, at 7 p.m. in the cafeteria of
Murray High School. Ben Hogancarnp, president, urges all members and interested persons
to attend.

Ladies day events at
Murray Country Club
will be held on Wednesday, Oct. 2$.
A luncheon will be
served at noon with
Dean Poston and Emmy
Edwards as cochairmen of the
hostesses. Reservations
should be made by
today.
Other hostesses will
be Polly Seale, Patsy
James, Janie Ryan,
Diane Charette, Pam
Scott, LaVerne Ryan,
Marilyn Delaney,
Virginia Schwettman,
Euldene Robinson,
Marilyn Walker, Martha Sue Ryan and
Louise Goode.
Bridge with Euldene
Robinson as hostess will
be played at 9:30 a.m.

Madelyn Lamb;
Tee 5- Louise Lamb,
Jane Fitch, Ethelene
McCalion and Billie
Cohoon;
Tee 6 - Lulu
Bingham, Anna Mary
Adams, Mary Overbey
and Della Miller;
Tee 7 - Betty Scott,
Peggy Shoemaker,
Rowena Cullom and
Mary Frances Bell;
Tee 9 - Patty
Claypool, Frances
Tee 2 - Venela Sex- Parker, LaVerne Ryan
ton, Betty Lowry, and Carole Edwards.
Margaret Shuffett and
Winners of golf play
Cathryn Garrott;
on Oct. 16 as released by
Tee 4- Mary Bogard, Linda Alexander,
Diane Villanova and hostess, are as follows:

Anna Mary Adams
will be hostess for golf
play to start at 9:30 a.m.
Anyone not listed who
would like to play or any
one listed and unable to
play is asked to Mrs.
Adams.
The lineup is as
follows:
Tee 1 - Jerlene
Sullivan, Inus Orr, Betty Stewart and Toni
Hopson;

Medalist - Betty Jo
Purdom;
Low putts - Inus Orr
with 22:
Championship - Betty Jo Purdom, first,
Jeriene Sullivan, Inus
Orr and Venela Sexton,
second;
First flight - Betty
Stewart and Toni
Hopson;
Second flight - Jane
Fitch and Ethelene
McCallon;
Third flight - Billie
Cohoon and Mary
Overbey;
Fourth flight =Carole Edwards.

Babies, dismissals listedA newborn admisson
and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Friday,
Oct. 18, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admission
Benjamin baby girl,
mother, Denise, Rt. 2,
Box 404, Paris, Tenn.
Dismissals
Steve Daniel, Rt. 1,
Almo; Laura Hancock,
Regents Hall, MSU;
Mrs. Mary Jeter, 1729
Walnut, Benton;
Mrs. Patricia Gordon
and baby boy, 4131
Clarks river Rd.,
Paducah; Miss Mary
Vance , Rt. 6, Murray;
David Davenport, Rt. 7,
Benton;
Mrs. Doris Keel, Rt. 3,
Murray; Miss Shannon
Christopher, 205 South
Sixth St., Murray;
William Weaks, Box
1153, Murray;
Mrs. Reba Lawrence.
321 Woodlawn, Murray;
Arzell Morrison, 725 McCampbell, Paris, Tenn.;
L.D. Cook, 405 North
Fifth St., Murray;
Mrs. Lillian Gardner,
Rt. 1, Sedalia; Mrs.
Marion Cook. 906 Pogue
Ave, Murray; John
Kavanaugh, Box 118,
Hamlin;
Mrs. Ruth Cunningham, Rt. 5, Murray;

Special:
Lg. Hamburger,
French Fries &
Large Drink

Hey Everybody!
It's That Time Of
Year Again.

Earl Waters, 403 South
llth St., Murray; Mrs.
Edith Shuman, Rt. 5,
Murray.
---A newborn admission
and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Saturday, Oct. 19, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admission
Reynolds baby girl,
parents, Leslie and Jill,
Rt. 9. Box 434, Benton.
Dismissals
Darrell Mitchell, Box
205, New Concord; Mrs.
Julia Steele, Rt. 2,
Buchanan, Tenn.; Mrs.
Eustacia Dublin and
baby girl, Rt. 3, Box
96A, Mayfield;
Miss Jennifer
Johnston, White Hall,
MSU; Roger Warren,
Rt. 3, Murray; Mrs.
Laura Walker and baby
boy, Rt. 5, Box 834,
Murray;
Mrs. Gloria Emerson,
Rt. 1, Paris, Tenn.;
Charles Eldridge, Rt. 8,
Murray; Mrs. Laura
Ross and baby girl, Rt.
1, Dexter;
Miss LaDonna Sherrill, 414 South 11th St.,
Mayfield; Mrs. Naomi
Pierce, and baby girl,
Rt. 2, Box 63, Paris,
Term.; Willie Wade,Box
234, Puryear, Tenn.;

Mrs. Lela Smith, 200
Spruce St., Murray;
Tommie Todd, 204
Spruce St., Murray;
Ansel Griffin, 1709
Wiswell Rd., Murray;
---Newborn admissions
and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Sunday,
Oct. 20, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Beane baby boy,
parents, David and Zandra, Rt. 3, Box 125,
Benton;
Zetterberg baby boy,
mother, Angela,
Hardin.
Dismissals
Reggie Outland, Rt. 8,
Murray; Danny
McGrew, Hart Hall,
MSU; Miss Cindy
Grogan, Fox Meadows
Trailer Court, Murray;
Cobey Belk, Hart
Hall, MSU; Jack Smith,
Rt. 2, Gilbertsville;
Mrs. Kalayanee Cooley
and baby boy, 607%
South Fourth St.,
Murray;
Mrs. Robbie Hutson,
1604 Martins Chapel
Rd., Murray; Mrs.
Morine Grooms, 103
Chestnut St., Murray;
Mrs. Gladys Etherton,
811 South Ninth St.,
Murray.

Betty Ford, former first lady,
talks about arthritis pain
SALT LAKE CITY
(AP) - Former first
lady Betty Ford says
she's had to give up golf
and skiing but still enjoys physical activity
despite 20 years of coping with arthritis pain.
"I can still swim. I
can still get around on
the dance floor," Mrs.
Ford, a former professional dancer, told the

Utah Arthritis Foundation on Tuesday. "I still
have fun. You adjust
your life."
Mrs. Ford,67, said the
36 million U.S. arthritis
victims are not exclusively elderly.
"Actually, it strikes
people of all ages," she
said. "It's not just a hohum disease."

Twenty-five seventh graders at Murray Middle School have qualified to
participate in the academic talent identification search sponsored by Duke
University in Durham, North Carolina. The students ranked in the 97
percentile or above in the Kentucky Essential Skills Test given to all
students in the Murray Schools last spring. Pictured,first row,from left, are
Karen Mllulcik, Brook Scarborough, Leigh Ann Carter, Leigh Nesbitt, Leigh
Stickler, and Allison Ward; second row, Tamer &Aim, Beth Wilson,
Kathrine Oakley, Kim Sexton, Aimee Thornton, Andrea Rose, and Kathy
Stockton; third row, Daniel Cohen, Gred Milton, Holly Blalock, Emily
DeBoer, Susan Barnett, Jennifer Fairbanks,and Rachel Greer; fourth row,
John Dailey, Scott Andrus, Joey Bazzell, Chris Porther, Doug Payne, and
Shannon Hazier.

Railroad attracts visitors
COLFAX, Iowa (AP)
- More than 15,000 people visit Leland "Red"
Atwood's basement
each year, lured by the
lonesome sound of train
whistles in the night and
the unmistakable odor
of hot diesel oil.
Atwood, a farmer and
seed salesman, said he
got the idea of building
"one gigantic train set"
in 1976, but his basement was not big
enough. So he built a
bigger basement, and a
new house, and opened
Trainland U.S.A. in
1981.
Now, 15,000 to 20,000
people annually from
every state and all over
the world pay to see the
25 trains in Atwood's
basement travel from
sea to shining sea - in
the space of about 2,600
square feet.
"I knew they'd come.
There WM never any
doubt in my mind," said
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America's heartland,
from a 1940s Iowa farm
to a bread truck at a
Wyoming cafe.
The sounds of trains
blare through eight
stereo speakers, and the
unmistakable smell of
burning diesel oil, used
to lubricate the trains'
moving parts,
permeates the air.
All along the routes,
scenes from growing up
In America are played
out.
"I love it. It was the
best place I've ever
been," 7-year -old
Heather Owens, of
Lawson, Mo., declared
on a recent visit. "You
could push buttons and
see all the different
trains moving."
In Arizona a boy is
sneaking into a circus
tent, in Kansas women
are hanging out clothes
to dry, in San Francisco
a church wedding is taking place, and in Oregon
a girl is having car
trouble.

ECNO,thePowerfu/Prollualityiliternative
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LADIES WEAR - MEN'S WEAN - CHILDREN'S WEAR
HAIRDRESSING ITEMS SERVICES
SPORTING GOODS - OFFICE SUPPLIES
FOOD - AUTOMOTIVE SUPPLIES & SERVICES
HOUSEHOLD ITEMS - TOOLS - AND MANY MANY MORE

Atwood, a big, jolly man
who enjoys dressing in
T-shirts and a conductor's cap.
In the larger of two
layouts, electric trains
that look like diesels roll
from New York to
California, passing
landmarks or
characteristic scenes in
each state, some activated by lighted buttons outside the glassenclosed exhibits.
In the New York area,
sights include the Statue
of Liberty, a newsstand
and a burning house. On
a city street, a dog runs
around a fire hydrant.
Trains chug through
orange groves in
Florida, and in
Mississippi there is a
working 8- by 8-inch
drive-in movie screen.
The trip to the West
Coast ends with television studios and sunbathers of California.
In the second display,
old-fashioned steam
engines come alive and
travel through

SEE...
A Re Broadcast
Of The
MSU HOMECOMING
PARADE
This Tuesday
October 22nd at 6:20

SAVE\\

$50°)
Timeiaving ECHO blowers
makeoutdoor clean-up a breeze!
• ,lmetai favorite gas pawed alternative
to •Jet and brooms
• le - leaves clippings, dirt. light snow
•.yight wed balanced, no cad
• E. swe Profire- electronic ignition
Ireasy starts ,
• -ipt pror,soon 2 stroke engine

PB 2101
giNtilarhtt

Dollar savings

$169.95
-50.00

CABLE COMMENTS 6:00 p.m.
PARADE 6:20 p.m.

psiitt $119.95

CABLE Channel 34

otter ends
Oct 31, 1985

CAIBLE
Olt

B.1 Air
Shopping
Center

Call
753 5005
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Monday,Oct.11
Theta Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
club house.
————
Murray High Tri
Alpha will conduct a collection for UNICEF
from 6 to 8-p.m. in an
area west of 12th Street.
————
Douglas Civic Improvement Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at
Douglas Center.
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Coming community events are announced

Tuesday,Oct. 22
Tuesday,Oct. 22
Wednesday.Oct.tit
Wednesday,Oct.23
Murray Lions Club "Food
& Fitness" by
Hazel and Douglas Golden
Radio Auction will be Dr.
Pond Visitor
Darlene Forester, Centers will be
open
heard from 6:30 to 11 Exten
sion Specialist, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Center Planetarium.
p.m. over Radio Station scheduled
————
to today has for activities by senior
WNBS.
Annual Murray State
been cancelled because citizens.
Alumni Art Exhibit
————
of illness.
————
Mothers Morning Out
featur
ing oil paintings
———
Free commodities
will be at 9 a.m. at First
Murray TOPS (take will be distributed from and drawings by Ellen
United Methodist off
pounds sensibly) 9 a.m. to 8:30 p.m. at Glasgo and ceramics by
Church.
Club will meet at 7 p.m. County Road Depart- Sattan Leskrisawa will
close today at Curris
————
at Health Center.
ment, East Sycamore Center
B a z a a r
Gallery, MSU.
————
Street.
Workshop/Lunch will be
————
Council meeting of
————
at 10 a.m. at First Murray
On exlilbit in upper
-Calloway CounHealth Express of level
United Methodist ty Need
of Eagle Gallery,
Line Church Murray-Calloway CounFine Arts Center, MU,
Church.
and
Cooperative ty Hospital will be at
Baptist Men and Bap————
Ministry, Inc., will meet Belair Shopping Center, are drawings and prints
tist Women of Sinking
by Harvey Barnes and
PROGRAM PRESENTED — North Calloway Sixth
Bazaar Workshop for at 7 p.m.
at Calloway Murray, from 9 to 11:30
Spring Church will meet
Graders presented an
bronze and aluminum
assembly program in a patriotic theme for
cornsh
uck
wreat
hs
will Public Library. All a.m. and
Grades K-5 on Oct. 4. Featured
at 7 p.m. at church.
12:80 to 3 p.m. sculipture by
were a chant of the Presidents of the United
start at 7 p.m. at First churches,
Lucas
States in a time-line order.
organizations
-———
————
Students portrayed various presidents and told
Stone today through
and individuals conPurchase Area Presbyterian Church.
something about their term
Berea
vement Support
in office. Patriotic songs were sung by the
————
group with the entire audience
tributing to Need Line Group will meet at 9:30 Nov. 3.
Development District
joining at the end by saying the pledge to the
———
Eva
Wall
Missi
on are invited and urged to a.m. and Living
Board of Directors will
flag and singing "The par
with
Spangled Banner." Linda Henderson, student
MSU Chess Club will
Group of Memorial Bap- attend.
meet
at 5 p.m. at PADD
teacher, and Sarah Atkinson,
Diabetes at 2 p.m. in meet from
music teacher, helped to direct the program
tist Church Women will
6 to 11 p.m. in
office, Mayfield.
————
along with the sixth grade
•••'• third.floor classroom of Mississippi Room, Curteachers, Susan Darnell and Judy Darnell. All
meet at 2 p.m.
Senior citizens ac- Murray-Calloway Counmembers of the sixth grade
————
ris Center.
participated.
————
tivities will be at 930 ty Hospital.
Genealogy course will
Senior Adults will a.m. at
————
start at 5:30 p.m. in
Dexter Center;
————
Ladies day events at
have a potluck luncheon from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. at
reading room, Pogue
Event
s at Calloway Murray Count
at noon at First Baptist Hazel
ry Club
and Douglas Public Library will inSpecial Collections
Church.
Centers; from 10 a.m. to clude Parents and Twos will include golf and
Library at Murray State
bridge at 9:30 a.m. and
LOS ANGELES (AP) newspaper, CBS says.
————
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
premier Dec. 11.
University. For inforat 9:30 a.m. and Story luncheon at
Church Council of
— Actress Mary Tyler
noon.
"Mary" also will star
"The Mary Tyler mation call 762-2716.
————
Hours at 10:30 a.m. and
First Baptist Church
————
Moore returns to televi- James Farentino, John Moore
Show," telecast
North Calloway PTA 3:30 p.m.
————
Bridge with Corinne
will meet at 8:30 p.m. in
sion comedy in Astin, David Byrd, by CBS
wW meet at 7:30 p.m. at
from 1970-77,
Singer Tina Fabrique
————
McNutt as hostess is
Fello
December,starring as a Katey Sagal, James was a
wship
Hall
of
school. Joy Waldrop,
huge success in will present a free perEvents in Land Bet- scheduled at
church.
divorcee who leaves .a Tolkan and Carlene the rating
9:30 a.m.
school counselor, wW ween the Lakes include
s. Its em- formance at 8 p.m. in
at Oaks Country Club.
high-fashjen glamour Watkins, the network phasis
————
on realism has Stables Lounge, Curris
speak.
Skywalk at 2 p.m. at
magazine to work as a said Wednesday. The been
Living With Diabetes
————
a major influence Center, Murray State
will meet at 2 p.m. in
"help line" columnist on show and another com- on comed
y series since University.
third floor classroom
a small Chicago edy, "Foley Square," then.
————
and Stroke Support
Parents Anonymous Group
will meet at 6
CHICAGO (AP) — need to answer these
Chapter will meet from p.m.
become a media
in private dining Cathleen
Crowell Webb scandalous statements
6
to
8
p.m.
For
inform
aWATERVILLE, jah Parish Lovejoy
room, both at Murray. says
extravaganza."
convocation in memory tion call 762-6862 or
in a new book that about my credibility,"
Maine (AP) — Syn- fellow, an annual honor
Calloway County
Mrs. Webb's book,
of Lovejoy, a Colby 762-8851.
she was hounded by she said in explaining
dicated columnist Mary for members of the
Hospit
with
an initial press run
al.
graduate killed in 1837
reporters who por- why she agreed to
————
McGrory of The newspaper profession.
of more than 65,000
————
while defending his
trayed
her as an emo- discuss the case further
New Directions in
Washington Post has
oopies, is published by
Story Hours will be at tional
McGrory, a Pulitzer press from a
ly unstable cult with reporters.
pro- Campus Ministry 10:30 a.m.
been selected by Colby Prize winner, will be
Fleming H. Revell Co.,
and 3:30 p.m. member and
slavery mob in Alton, meetings will be from 7
made
But during a trip to a New Jersey
College as its 33rd Eli- honored Nov. 15 at
at Calloway Public
publisher
a
slanderous statements New York for apto 8 : 30 'p.m. in Librar
specializing in religious
y.
as she tried to clear pearances on national
Cumberland Room,
and inspirational
————
Gary Dotson's name.
Curris Center, and in
television, "It seemed publications.
Bio-Ethics Forum
Mrs. Webb wrote as if reporters were
Room 111, Wells Hall, Commi
ttee at Murray about her
efforts to free pouring out of every
Murray State
Gary Sledge, editon_
State University - will- the man
she had accus- crack in the sidewalk.
University.
in -chief, said he
have its fall event at 7 ed
of rape to
On All 1985/1986 Pickups, 1985
————
"What I had hoped understood that money
p.m. in Barkley Room, "dem
onstrate how would be a quiet, low- from the book
Murray Lodge No. 105 Curris
S-10 Pickups & S-10 Blazers,
was "goCenter. This is destructive
K
lies can be profile procedure to free ing into some kind
Free and Accepted open
Blazers & Suburbans
of a
to the public.
— to the innocent and Gary Dotson had
Masons will meet at 7:'30
fund for Gary Dotson."
————
also to the liar," she
p.m. at lodge hall.
Daisy Girl Scout says
in the book,
organizational meeting "Forg
ive Me," which
Murray Chapter of
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at went
Professional
on sale Oct. 15.
First Presbyterian
Mrs. Webb told
Secretaries (Int.) will
Church. For informaauthorities earlier this
meet at 7 p.m. in
tion call 753-7650.
year that she lied in 1977
Hospit
ality
Room
of
All 1983 S-10 Pldtu s & S-10
Blazers.
when she told police she
University Branch of
AA will meet at 8 p.m. was
raped, and again in
Bali* of Murray.
at American Legion the
1979 trial, when.tier
————
Building, South Sixth testimony helped
send
Calloway County and Maple Streets.
And our new computer system makes
Dotson to prison on a 25.
Athletic Boosters will
———
that good service even better. Call me
to 50-year term.
meet about 8 p.m. in
University of ColIn the weeks imCalloway County High or ado Woodwind mediately after
Jane Rogers
she
School Library follow- Quintet will present a came forwa
rd, one
201 S. 6th
ing Junior Varsity concert at 12:30 p.m. in newspaper "printed
Calloway-Heath football Farrell Recital Hall, false informatio
753-9627
n ...
Fine Arts Center, Mur- calling me a membe
game.
r of
ray State University. a cult, . emotionall
————
y
ST At •s,
Soccer Regionals will Free to MSU students, unstable, etc.,"
Mrs.
,
e,gsbor State Farr) s r'ere
begin at 4:30 p.m. at but others will be charg- Webb said in
the book
State
Farm
Insurance Companies
ed 23 each.
Cutchin Field.
co-written with Marie
iftSUSAMCI
Home Offices Bloomington. Illinois
————
————
Chapian.
Special class on
"We felt there was a

Mary Tyler Moore back, TV

Cathleen C. Webb tells story

Syndicated columnist selected for honor

$30000

REBATE

8.8%

APR
FINANCING

"I back
the family insurance
Isell with
good neighbor service."

You Can Drive An S-10 Blazer For As
Little As

$21900* Per Month
Dwain
Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.
Only 3 Left

Murray, Ky. 502-753-2617

*Plus Title License & Tax with
500" Cash Down,
Basoel On 48 Month Financing.
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8.8% A.P.R.
Financing On
S-10 Pickups
and 5-10 Blazers
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
S. 11th St. 753-2617

National Business
Women's Week
October 20-26
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SNAPPER

SUPER VALUE DAYS
• FREE ATTACHMENT • NO DOWN PAYMENT
•
90 DAYS SAME AS CASH
It s the value of the year on a Snapper Riding Mower.
During Super Value Days when you purchase any
Snapper rear-engine
riding mower at

regular retail price you can choose either a 6-bushel
grass catcher or dump cart—FREE' OR, if you buy
a Snapper Hi-Vac Rider you can get a Twin-Bag
Catcher or Bag-N-Wagon at only '.12 the retail price
and easily vacuum up leaves, twigs and pine straw.
And for added safety and a smoother ride, our
riders have an automatic blade stop and
smooth start clutch ••

Women are a vital part of the
work force in Murray and
Calloway County.

We will publish a special
magazine section Friday, October 25.

We are accepting advertisements for this special
section. Deadline for your ad is 10:00 A.M. Thurs.,
Oct. 24.
Call NOW 753-1916
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it's a snap with

savApPER.

A division of Fuqua Industries
SINGLE BAG
GRASS CATCHER
Petal value
$129.93

• 2 YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY ;
HURRY!OFFILMPOCIallWiON

Miiiray Ledger & Times
753-1916

1001 Whitnell Avenue

205 N. 4th

Murray

753-4110
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Appeals involving laid-off state workers mounting up
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The first settlements for back
pay and benefits indicate the
state may have to cough up
millions of dollars for employees
who were laid off on orders from

former Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
In 1980-81 and whom .the courts
have ordered put back to work.
"It's just one of the things
done during the Brown administration that the (Martha

Layne) Collins administration
Inherited.' Kentucky Personnel
Commissioner Thomas
Greenwell said in an interview.
It was a hefty inheritance for
Franklin Circuit Court, as well.
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Murray State UniverALCOHOL AWARENESS AT MSU — Paula Hulick (right), director of housing at
During "Kentucky
students.
by
abuse
alcohol
of
dangers
the
explaining
sity, works on a bulletin board
present a wide variety
Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week" Oct. 21-2'1, residence hall staff on campus will
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Case files have piled up at the
courthouse in downtown
Frankfort since February, when
attorneys for several state agencies began asking circuit Judges
William Graham and Ray Corns
to void most of the reinstatement orders they had issued.
And while the agencies wait
for a ruling on the motions for
reconsideration, the meter continues to run on their potential
back-pay liability.
Corns agreed in an interview
that the cases have been pending longer than usual,caught in
a logjam caused in part byt the
loss of the commissioner who
handled divorce cases in the
circuit.
Corns said he hoped to have
his share of the layoff cases
cleared by Christmas, adding
that he and Graham have
discussed the possibility of appointing a local attorney as a
special commissioner "to go
through the cases and do some
of the preliminary organizational work."
"They're not all the same and
it takes so much time to go
through all tht cases and identify all the common issues,"
Corns said.
There is uncertainty even
about the number of cases to
date. Corns said a conservative
estimate would be "somewhere
in excess of 75."
The Department of Personnel,
in a memo to various agencies,
estimated there were 92 cases,
including 50 from the Transportation Cabinet and 25 from the
Natural Resources Cabinet.

It cost the state slightly less
thin 6450,000 in back salary and
benefits, plus credit for hundreds of hours of lost sick leave
and vacation time, to settle with
the first five employees whose
cases completed the appellate
process.
Records of the Department of
Personnel and individual agencies showed gross payments of
$131,716 to Irvine Moore and
$54,220 to Sandy Hockensmith
Sr., both of the Transportation
Cabinet; $119,169 to Billy Ted
Furnish, who worked for the
now-defunct Department of
Public Information; $117,232 to
James N. Heaton, formerly of
the Department of Military Affairs, and ;26,995 to Carolyn
Bowman, formerly of the
Department of Parks.
After standard deductions, the
five shared net pay of $283,401.
Heaton and Bowman declined
re-employment by the state, but
Moore, Hockensmith and Furnish accepted new jobs.
•
Each agency had to raise
money for its settlement from
within lls current budget,
Greenwell said. There is no
emergency fund for such purposes, but the agencies can ask
the General Assembly for a
special appropriation in 1986, he
said.
In their original appeals to the
Kentucky Personnel Board, the
five laid-off employees seized on
a law that said the state finance
secretary must approve abolishment of any office or position.
The Department of Personnel's longstanding practice had
been to forward copies of layoff

orders to the Finance Cabinet,
but not to obtain the secretary's
written approval.
When the appeals reached
Franklin Circuit Court, state attorneys said the omission was an
insignificant technicality. ThenJudges Squire Williams and
Henry Meigs disagreed,
however, and ordered reinstatement of the five.
The rulings were upheld on appeal and orders for the settlements were signed last
spring.
•
Similar appeals to circuit
court followed from dozens of
laid-off employees and Graham
and Corns ordered their
reinstatement. In most cases,
however, attorneys for the affected agencies are claiming
that the judges were wrong and
should reverse their rulings.
The attorneys' claim many of
the employees, in their original
appeals to the Pepopnel Board,
didn't raise the !ism of wh4ther
the finance secretary approved
-••
abolishment of their jobs.
Therefore, the point can't be
raised in the appeal to circuit
court, according to the pending
motions.
If the other employees
prevail, their former agencies
will face more than just a
sizable bill for back pay; they
will also have the formidable administrative task of finding new
jobs for those employees,
Greenwell said.
"It required a great deal of
staff work in trying to get the
(first five) cases resolved,"
Greenwell said.

Federal proposal won't affect
West Virginia's coal industry

Some apples
are really
lemons.
Shield of Kentucky, and you'll find
some real lemons. With several you
give up your freedom to choose
your own doctor or hospital. Others
don't offer the same amount of
coverage for your dollars. None of
them negotiate with doctors and
hospitals on your behalf the way
we do.
So go ahead and compare.
You'll discover what 1.4 million
Kentuckians already know.
When it comes to quality health
care benefits at affordable prices,
the others just don't compare to
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Kentucky

When it comes to something as
important as your health care
coverage, you should compare
apples to apples. Take a close look
at some of the insurance plans
compared to Blue Cross and Btue
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out from under roof support.
The federal proposal also
allows for exemptions for mines
where the ATRS systems are not
technologically feasible, according to Ernie Teaster, chief of
the branch of regulation and
policy in the federal Mine Safety
and Health Administration.
The federal proposal says the
equipment should be mandatory
in mines "to the extent practicable and as technology is
available."
Hamilton said that means
most mines in seaMs smaller
than 32 to 34 inches will be exempt. "The technology of ATRS
systems hasn't been developed
to that point," he said, and in
West Virginia that means a
number of mines are exempt.
"We have a lot of 26- to 28-inch
coal," he said.
Hamilton said industry has
adopted the ATRS systems
without dispute because the
systems have "proved to be both
safer and more efficient. It
eliminates the manual task of installing temporary roof support," he said.
Under federal rules, interested parties — such as coal
operators and organized labor —
have 60 days to suggest changes
in the MSHA proposal. The
agency can then make the rule
final, but the proposal includes a
two-year phase-in period before
the ATRS equipment becomes
mandatory.
According to MSHA, the new
euipment would cost the industry $37.6 million, using an
estimate of $16,000 for each
piece of equipment that has to be
converted.
MSHA said ATRS systems are
now in use on 1,950 of the 4,300
bolting and combination boltingmining machines in the United
States. The agency estimates
that at least 80 percent of the
country's mines could use the
new equipment.
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CHARLESTON, W.Va. (AP)
— A proposed federal rule requiring the use of new equipment to prevent roof falls in coal
mines is virtually identical to
one already in effect in West
Virginia, state coal industry officials say.
Roof falls have long been the
major cause of fatalities in
underground coal mines. In the
last six years, roof falls have
been responsible for 46 percent
of the 543 fatalities in
underground mines.
The proposed federal rule,
which is expected to take effect
in July 1986 following a time for
public comment, is very similar
to one that took effect in West
Virginia more than two years
ago, according to Chris
Hamilton, a spokesman for the
West Virginia Coal Association.
The new federal rule, "in
practice, is very similar to the
state regulation," Hamilton
said.
The rule requires the use of
hydraulic equipment known as
Automatic Temporary Roof
Support, or ATRS, that temporarily braces the mine roof
with steel arms while miners install permanent supports.
West Virginia was the first
state to adopt such a law, but
since that time Virginia and
Kentucky also have adopted
ATRS laws; Kentucky's takes
effect next June.
The federal rule requires the
use of ATRS systems "on a
working section to protect any
person who goes beyond permanent roof support," according to
a discussion of the proposed rule
published in the Federal
Register last week.
West Virginia law requires
that ATRS systems be used on
all roof bolting machines and on
all continous miners with integral roof bolters, but Hamilton
said state law also prohibits the
assignment of miners to tasks

Violence spreads to Pretoria
following teen-ager's funeral
JOHANNESBURG, South
Africa (AP) — Youths battled
riot police near Pretoria after
the burial of a young black
allegedly beaten to death by an
officer, and at least three other
people were reported killed in
anti-apartheid violence.
Pressure from abroad for
racial reform in South Africa
continued. In Nassau, Bahamas,
leaders of the Commonwealth
agreed late Sunday to impose
limited economic sanctions
against South Africa and to set
up a contact group to argue for
an end to white-minority rule.
The measures agreed to by the
49-nation association of Britain
aosljts former colonies lo-hylet.,
an immediate ban on new
government loans to South
Africa and the sale of computers
that -could be WWI by the coun.try's security forces.
Pope John Paul II, visiting the
Italian island of Sardinia, added
his voice to those deploring the
execution Friday of Benjamin

Moloise, 30, a supporter of the
outlawed African National Congress guerrilla group.
The hanging of Moloise. who
had been convicted of killing a
policeman, raised a "wave of
emotion" worldwide, the Roman
Catholic pontiff told a crowd of
100,000 people assembled for an
outdoor Mass.
Tension built in Atteridgeville
west of Pretoria on Sunday after
the death of Moses Moope, 13.
MoOpe's family was quoted by
newspapers as charging that he
was beaten to death by a white
policeman while on his way to a
Saturday night prayer service.
Police headquarters confirmed
an offi•_-".--• •Iee suspended pan
ding an inquiry.
•After the funeral for Moope on
Sunday... which .ws,s _ Wended
i5,000
- ;ample. youths threw up
barricades-of rocks and burning
tires and fought street battles
with police. Unconfirmed
repbrts said two youths were
killed.
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President Ortega defends
civil liberties crackdown
UNITED NATIONS (AP) —
President Daniel Ortega of
Nicaragua, while declaring that
victory over U.S.-backed rebels
Is within reach, says civil liberties will remain suspended until
the United States accepts the
legitimacy of the Sandinista
revolution.
During an hour-long interview
with a small group of reporters
Sunday, Ortega said last week's
internal crackdown was needed
to guarantee final victory over
the resistance forces, known as
Contras.
Ortega was expected to
deliver a strong defense of the
crackdown in the opening
speech today to the General
Assembly as it begins the final
four days of celebrations of the
United Nations' -10th anniversary. An estimated 60 heads of
government planned to take
part.
In what the Reagan administration described as a
"further step toward imposing a
totalitarian regime," the Sandinista government last week
imposed new restrictions on the
freedom of speech, travel and
assembly, the right to strike and
on the protection of privacy in
the home and the mails.
Defending curbs on the activities of the Roman Catholic
Church, Ortega said, "The
church must behave as a church
and the state must behave as a
state."
In recent years, the church

has become one of the most important centers of peaceful opposition to the government.
Ortega indicated the restrictions will be in effect for the
long-term.
"The measures will be there
as long as the United States does
not change its objectives," he
said, speaking through an
interpreter.
Attempting to minimize the
Impact of the restrictions,
Ortega said the Constituent
Assembly will continue to write
a new constitution, taking into
account opposing viewpoints,
and opposition parties will be
allowed to hold demonstrations
provided they receive prior permission from the government.
Ortega appeared relaxed as
he spoke to reporters in his hotel
suite after a morning jog
through Central Park.
His activities this week will include attendance at a reception
President Reagan is giving to
the heads of government present
here.
Ortega said the final defeat of
the Contras could have the
ironic effect of creating an even
more "dangerous situation" for
the Sandinista revolution
because it could induce the
Reagan administration to promote cross-border attacks by
Nicaragua's northern neighbor,
Honduras, or direct intervention

by U.S. forces.
As for the latter possibility,
Reagan has repeatedly disavowed any Such intention. At present, U.S. assistance is limited
to providing humanitarian aid to
the Contras.
Ortega dismissed alt "absurd"
Reagan administration claims
that Nicaragua has trained
thousands of Latin American
leftists at camps inside
Nica,ragua.
He said no head of government from the Western
Hemisphere has ever raised that
Issue with him. Latin American
nations would have long since
broken relations with Nicaragua
If the allegation were true, he
said.
Ortega, who plans to remain
here until the weekend, had
planned to carry his message to
10 U.S.'states afterward.
But Nicaraguan officials said
he was forced to cancel the tour
because the State Department
did not approve his visa request
until the day before his departure from Managua last Friday.
Because of the delay, it was impossible to plan adequately for
the tour, they said.
State Department officials,
speaking privately, said Ortega
canceled the tour because the
civil liberties crackdown ensured a hostile reception during
his travels.
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Children Shouldn't
Be Seen Or Heard
on Most Job Sites
•

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY:A group of us women
were discussing the letter from
"Timid in Louisiana." "Timid" (a
housewife) hired a contractor to
install a swimming pool. The contractor brought his son and very
yoting grandson along on the job,
causing "Timid" problems. Almost
every woman in the group had a
similar story to tell.
One said she hired two men to
build a patio. They showed up
lugging a suitcase-sized radio, already tuned to a rock station, and
without asking if it would disturb
anyone, they turned the volume up
full blast. It blared away all day
until quitting time.She said she was
too intimidated to complain.
Another woman said three roofers
brought a radio to keep them entertained while they worked on her
roof. Her phone rang all day long
with calls from angry neighbors
asking her to turn do‘yn her stereo;
the sound had carried to the next
street and down the block! She also
said nothing, because good roofers
were hard to get.
SYRACUSE HOUSEWIFE
DEAR HOUSEWIFE: Read on
for the flip side of that story:
DEAR ABBY: I just finished
reading the letter from "Timid"
complaining to you about the selfemployed contractor who brought a
small child along on the job. I have
the opposite problem. I am a selfemployed contractor who has worked

at houses where the lady of the have a glass of juice, and we'll find
house will put her kids down for a something fun to do while your
nap, run out the door and say, "I daddy works!"
have to go to the store for a few
I read your column daily. Keep up
minutes; please watch the kids." the good work!
Then she's gone all day.
NANCY GOLDSMITH, MED.,
There are also women who send
BRANT ROCK, MASS.
their children out to play while we
try to work on her house. The kids
take our tools, unplug our drills,
pound nails in our boards and crawl
up ladders. We have to watch them
every minute.
DEAR ABBY: Re your position
We are hired to do a job, not to be that not everyone is cut out for
baby sitters.
motherhood,I always say: Everyone
FED UP IN THE should have children; no one should
TWIN CITIES be allowed to escape. Cheerfully,
FATHER ANDREW L.J. JAMES,
DEAR FED UP: Speaking of
PH.D., HOLY CROSS EASTERN
baby sitters, let's hear it from a
ORTHODOX CHURCH,
pro:
ATHENS, OHIO
(P.8. Lhave three.)
DEAR ABBY: I am director Of a
child care center with 12 years
5*.
experience in child care, My reply to
the woman who complained about
(Getting married? Send for Abby's
the workmen who brought a small new,updated,expanded booklet,"How
boy along on their job would have to Have a Lovely Wedding." Send your
name and address clearly printed with
been as follows:
check or money order for $2.50 and a
Woman of the house: "Oh, I see a
long,stamped(39 cents)self-addressed
you have brought your child with envelope to: Dear Abby, Wedding
you. I'm sure my homeowner's Booklet, P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood,
insurance will not cover a lawsuit if Calif. 90038.)
he gets hurt on the premises, so I
(Every teen-ager should know the
will baby-sit for you while you are
working. By the way, I charge $10 truth about sex, drugs and how to be
happy. For Abby's booklet, send your
per hour for baby-sitting, which I name
and address clearly printed with
will be glad to deduct from your a check or money order for $2.50 and a
bill."
long,stamped(39 cents)self-addressed
She then could have turned to the envelope to: Dear Abby,Teen Booklet,
child and said, "Come on in and P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood, Calif.
900384

Your Individual
Horoscope
4
v7 r
FnukcesDrake
FOR TUESDAY,OCTOBER 22, 1985
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Pit
Despite the obstacles you race
today, you will know tha,t you're
loved and admired by many. Accent
the positive in your life.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
The secret to success today is to
remain charming and hospitable no
matter what difficulties you face.
Impasses are temporary.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Though you have plenty on your
mind regarding the job, you'll find
social life to your liking now. Take a
break from the grind.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
51€
Midday brings welcome support
from family. A child, though, remains
troublesome and requires encouragement.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Someone you care about may be
concerned about a family matter.
Loved ones respond to affection, so
downplay criticism.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
You're so preoccupied with a
problem that you may fail to see the
good around you. Flow with the
currents for progress.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Money concerns could inhibit you
if you let them. However,today offers
chances for good times that don't
depend on spending lots of money.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
Oh, you'd like to say a thing or two,
hut it won't help the situation. A
supportive role in the background
suits you now.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
Today you'll put up a happy front,
but inwardly you may be troubled.
You're inclined to worry too much
over small matters.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
Talking about a sensitive money
topic seems to add to your woes.
Concentrate on a new opportunity
that arises now.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
If you handle a higher-up in the
wrong way, you'll feel as if a door has
slammed in your face. Enjoy nonmaterial endeavors.
PISCES
(Feb 19th Mfur.20)
VOW
You may he too concerned about
what others think today. Follow your
own conscience A money deal looks
quite promising
YOU BORN TODAY need selfdiscipline
• _Palm most M your
talents, yet you musn't allow yourself
to become rigid Always be open to _
;#11t..tiew and progressive. You work
best when your jot) reflects your
ideals There seems to be a constant
conflict within you between the
visionary and the pragmatist. Birthday of Joan Fontaine, actress; Franz
Liszt, musician; and Catherine
Deneuve. actress
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Commonwealth Comments
The victim of a
burglary can do much in
those precious moments
immediately after the
crime
has
been
discovered to help law
enforcement officials
eventually solve the
case. There is a basic axiom held to be police officers
concerning
burglaries. It states that
the guilty party always
leaves something and
always takes something
with them. The thrust of
burglary investigations
follows this principle.
First of all, a person
who has been burglarized and has had items
stolen should make an
immediate and thorough
inventory of all things
missing. This means the
things which the burglar
took. An item missing
and later found in a person's possession would
be
extremely
incriminating evidence.
An item that was stolen
but was looked over and
not listed in the inventory cannot be a useful
tool in the investigation
of the crime.
After a complete inventory has been made

of those items taken,
great care should be
made in preserving and
maintaining the scene of
the crime as it appeared
upon discovery. This is
especialy
important
even if difficult to do, in
the case of a burglary of
a business or store. It
may be costly to restrict
customers from coming
in or about the premises
but this must be done until after an investigator
has completely examined the crime scene and
has
collected
the
necessary evidence.
The first thing that a
burglary victim should
look for is something that
the culprit may have left
behind. Cigarettes with
the cellophane wrapping
may sometimes drop out
of the burglar's pocket
and would be vivy useful
insomuch eh& the surfacing of the cellophane
is very susceptible to latent fingerprints. Tools,
foot tracks, and fibers
from torn- clothing are
only a few of those incriminating items which
a burglar may very well
leave behind. Once people
begin
walking
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By Michael D. Ward

through and meddling
with the crime scene all
of this evidence becomes
contaminated if not completely lost.
The victim should
always record on paper a
narrative
of
the
discovery of the crime
and anything else which
may come to mind concerning the incident.
Good policemen do not
trust to memory things
that are told them by victims but instead record
them in notepads and
later reduce the informa-\
tion in reports. The victim should be just as
careful. Things that may
be forgotten two weeks
after the crime will be
remembered if properly
recorded in writing. Also
things that seem inconsequential and unimportant at the time of the
crime may later prove to
be very vital. For instance, the time that the
victim was last in the
burglarized store before
the crime was committed may later help nail
down the exact time
period within which the
burglary occurred. As inmost crime, the time of

tne utfense will greatly
assist the investigators
in running down leads.
The manner of the
break-in may also be extremely important. For
instance, if someone
goes in through an open
window and then takes a
key hidden behind a back
door and uses it to open
the door and then moves
the stolen merchandise
through the open doorway, it indicates that the
crime was probably
committed by someone
intimately familiar with
the inside of the store, insomuch that in the dark
of the night the burglar
knew about and was able
to find the key hanging
on a nail behind the back
door.
In all cases of burglary
there is one precautionary rule that the victim should hold above all
the rest. When one first
discovers that a burglary
has been committed_
either against their home
or their business, care
should be taken for the
victim's own personal
safety and that of his
friends and loved ones.

Coal problems not easily solved, says Forgy
OWENSBORO, Ky.
(AP) - One way to
alleviate the overabundance of coal in Kentucky would be to open
up the mid-Atlantic
states to utility companies in the Ohio
Valley, says Lexington
attorney Larry Forgy.
Forgy, a possible
Republican gubernatorial candidate in
1987, was appointed by
President Reagan to
serve on the legal and
regulatory committee of
the National Coal Council, a group that has
been trying to find a new
market for coal.
"There is a surplus of
power in the Ohio River
Valley," Forgy said.
"The D.B. Wilson plant
in Ohio County is, not
needed and the start-up
of power plant units at
several other power
plants has been delayed
by a lack of demand."
But he said the shutdown of the Three Mile
Island nuclear reactor
near Harrisburg. Pa.,
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has led to a shortage in new market for power would provide a
new
some mid -Atlantic will provide a new market for 40 million
states.
market for Kentucky tons of Kentucky coal a
Forgy said the simple coal, he added.
year. That's about half
answer would be to
"If that new power of our current surplus,"
route power from the line were constructed, it Forgy said.
Ohio Valley to the needy
states, but he said
transmission circuits
are already full.
"What is needed is a
Si billion power line,
SAN FRANCISCO
Lower courts found
stretching from an
--4AP-4---Doris Day won that Rosenthzd as-the
AmfTcáif Elearic
Power Co. plant at Col- • a 17-year legal battle couple's business
umbus, Ohio, to Three with her ex-lawyer manager, accountant,
Mile Island," Forgy when the state Supreme investment adviser and
Court upheld $26 million record -keeper, cost
said Friday night in a
in damages for the ac- them millions of dollars
speech to the West Kentress, her family and in worthless intuck y Press
their businesses.
vestments and imAssociation.
The court Wednesday proper or hidden fee arForgy said he believes
denied a hearing for rangements,• exercised
such a line could proJerome Rosenthal, who undue influence and
bably be built in two
served as lawyer for withheld records.
years, but some utility
Miss Day, and her late
The high court recompany officials have
husband, Martin jected Rosenthal's arguestimated that delays Melcher,
from 1952 until ment that expert
caused by environmen- his
firing in 1968 in a testimony was required
talists would stretch storm of
lawsuits and to find him guilty of
that project out to 14 countersu
legal malpractice.
its.
years. By then the window to sell power will
The heavy cruiser USS Indianapolis was sunk
probably be shut, accor- by a Japanese submarine in the Philippine Sea
ding to Forgy.
July 30, 1945, during World War II. There was a
But providing that loss of 880 American lives.

Day wins 17-year
battle with ex-lawyer

For instance, in return- however, when the risk the chances of success. can assist the
law enforc-ing home at night and of detection, apprehen- This goal can be reached ment agencies
once they
discovering a back win- sion, and conviction
only with educated and have become a victim of
dow open or broken and becomes greater than knowing persons who a burglary.
,
realizing that a break-in
has occurred, the victim
should immediately go to 4.4 4.44P4IIINIIIN aw4waesi 4.1 411110.1 4111N4NIID,
1 41.14.4I
a neighbor's house and
call the police. The victim should not venture
into the house alone. The
same goes for businesses
unless the burglary is
discovered when opening
at the regular time. In
that instance, the danger
is probably over. Many
times a victim of a
burglary will see the
cvlpril fleeing from the
scene'elther'on foot or in
150 H.P. 1R2-Power Trim-Oil Injection....
a car. One never knows
.4795°° a
when the perpetrator
115 H.P. with Power Trim
3895°°
may be armed and
90
H.P.
with
Power
Trim
dangerous so great care
349500 f
should be taken. It is the
60 H.P. Electric
2495" A
better rule simply to stay
60 H.P. with Power Trim
close enough to be able to
2895°°!
note a sufficient iden50 H.P. with Power Trim.
2695°° I
tification such .13,s dress,
35
H.P.
Electric
physical build, and
1895°° i
license plate number of
35 H.P. with Power Trim
2095°° I
an automobile._ If-these
169500 I
25 H.P. Electric
things can be obtained, a
subsequent arrest by
25 H.P. Manual
1495°° i
qualified law enforce18 H.P. Manual
ment officers can be a
1395°° I
routine matter. The
9.8 H.P. Electric
1 1950°
thing
that
makes
9.8
H.P.
Manual
burglary such a serious
,99500 f
crime is the danger that
7.5 H.P.
79500 A
it poses to the safety and
3.5
H.P.
well being oif the in49500 Y
dividual victims. This
39500
2.2 H.P.
can never eliminated but
In Bo* Prices-Installation Extracan be reduced by rational thinking.
Prices good till Dec. 154i or while supply lasts
,
Lastly, when one has
been a victim of a
burglary he or she should
always do what they
LATE MODEL I
should have done before
TRADE-INS
Quicksilver 50-0
the crime. People should
Outboard Oil
have their valuable
1984 Johnson 115 H.P.
belongings in their house
1984 Mom 35 H.P. Elec.I
Only
properly identified and a
1982 Merc 40 H.P. Elec.
$2500
crime check sticker plac1983 Johnson 25 H.P.
Case
ed in a conspicuous
1983 Evinrude 25 H.P.
24 Cans
place. There is no question that this discourages
burglaries by making it
more difficult for the
stolen property to be
"fenced" off for a profit.
The crime of burglary
is an ancient one and will
no doubt be committed
as long as there are peoMlles West of Cadiz, Ky. on Iii-way 68 Phone 924-5527
ple and buildings. It will ,5
sasio4
occur less frequently,

I
I.y

SECOND ANNUAL
YEAR END SALE
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Before you roll it over
consider rolling it into Republic.
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of free credit.
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Member Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation
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It you have a CD that's just about to
ma tury at another bank, take advantage

Republic Savings Bank guarantees the
rate for the entire term of your certificate.
of Republic's great rate on a one year
And, you'll have the security of knowing
certificate,. Instead of rolling it over at
your deposits are insured by the Federal
another bank, as soon as it matures r011 Savings and Loan Insurance Corporait over to Republic Sayings Bank.
tion, and backed by the full faith and
Just come into Republic's convenient credit of the United States Government.
office and start earning one of the highSo if you want to make the most ot the
est interest rates around on a one year
money you ha % e, come on into Republic
certificate:Or, select the certiticate that Savings Bank And get on a roll
best suits your needs from among Republic's other flexible term CD's.
Substantial Penalty required tor early
withdrawal
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Fulton father-son team named a finalist
in water conservation farmer ID program

.+-iyetzii).);Tts5tte

A father-son team
from Fulton, Ky., is one
of 10 finalists announced
recently in a competitive
awards program to identify outstanding soil and
water conservation farming practitioners, conducted by the National
Endowment for Soil and
Water Conservation and
the DuPont Co. \
Davis and Kirk Dixon
were selected for their
Innovative soil conservation techniques used to
control runoff and to prevent soil erosion on their1.460-acre corn, soybean.
wheat and hog farm.
The awards were
'presented in Enis,
Texas, on a farm
operated by 1984 competition winners Larry
and Rebecca Sullivan.

Three national winners
for 1985 will be selected
later in the year and
awarded $1,000 each.
The Dixons use multiple conservation techniques to manage soil and
water resources. These
practices
virtually
eliminate off-farm water
pollution. They were the
first in their county to
use no-till farming and
the first to install an irrigation system. They
have incorporated crop
residue management,
contour farming and the
use of winter cover
crops.
The techniques have
reduced annual erosion
losses on the Dixon farm
from an annual average
of 35 tons per acre to
about one ton per acre.

Agriculture Commissioner David E. Boswell
said, "I am proud that
these fine Kentucky
farmers are among the
national finalists in this
competition for 1985.
They are excellent
representatives in this
program dedicated to
recognizing those who
work hardest to preserve
our soil and water
resources."

•

The Commissioner
noted that "perhaps no
better argument than
these excellent proofs
that conservation works
can be made to the current national administration to continue the important Federal programs that foster and
support conservation."

Holiday ham bargains forecast
WASHINGTON AP )
— Although hog farmers
have cut back on production, there is so
much frozen ham in
storage that Agriculture
Department economists
say consumers will see
some bargains as the
holiday season
approaches.
Ron Gustafson of the
department's Economic
Research Service said
frozen ham supplies
have built up this year
in anticipation of
greater consumer demand and higher prices
this fall, particularly
during the Thanksgiving and Christmas
season.
But "there is a real
question as to how great
that demand will be" in
relation to the large

stockpile of frozen
hams, Gustafson said.
"Consumers should
have some pretty good
buys. I would think."
According to the
latest outlook report
prepared by Gustafson's agency, the inventory of frozen pork in
storage as of. Aug. 31
totaled 295 million
pounds, up 9 percent
from a year earlier and
the most for that date
since 1971.
The stockpile of
frozen hams, which is
included in the total,
was 73 million pounds, a
13 percent increase
from Aug. 31, 1984. It
was the . most frozen
ham every recorded by
USDA going into the fall
season.
Pork supplies

historically increase
during the fall and
winter. dropping as
slaughter declines in the
summer months.
Retail pork prices
averaged $1.62 per
pound on an all-cut basis
during the first eight
months of this year but
may drop as production
increases and more
ham comes out of cold
storage. The average
for 1985 may be about
$1.61 per pound, down a
penny from last year,
the report said.
With a weak hog
market in recent years,
retail pork prices have
also have been lower.
The government's allcut price rose to more
than $1.75 per pound in
1982 and then dropped to
less than $1.70 in 1983
and to the $1.62 mark
last year.

FUTURE FARMERS VISIT ROSE GARDEN — President
Ronald Reagan saluted outstanding student volunteers in the
Future Farmers of America's Building Our American Com=amities program at a recent Whitehouse ceremony. The
students were in Washington, D.C., for the FFA's National
Community Development Conference, sponsored by R.J.
Reynolds Industries, Inc. Joining in the presentation of a corn-

memorative clock to. Reagan were (left to right) Jamie
Moore, Wallace, W.Va.; Matthew Smith, Bowling Green,
Ohio; Sec. of Agriculture John Block; John T. Estes, vice
president, R.I. Reynolds Industries; Stuart Keller Jr.,
Franklin Grove, Ill.; Jett Saharsky, Green Bay, Wis.;
Reagan; Secretary of Education William Bennett; and Steve
Meredith, national FFA president, Glendale, Ky.

Senate approves $28.1 billion farm, food bill
WASHINGTON (API
— The Senate has endorsed a $28.1 billion
farm and food bill for
the coming year and
now goes to work to iron
out its differences with a

less expensive House
version.
Approved Wednesday
on a 81-14 vote, the bill
provides money for the
1986 fiscal year for farm
subsidies, agricultural

research and extension, which pays farm ficult to set a specific
conservation programs, subsidies.
spending figure, the Apfood stamps and other
Instead of specifying propriations Committee
nutrition programs, an amount for the CCC, said in justifying the
rural development the Senate bill gives unusual "indefinite"
funds and various open-ended spending spending.
Agriculture Depart- authority in an effort to
Actual fiscal 1986
ment functions.
prevent a recurrence of spending, if the CCC
It also contains money last July's funding estimate were included,
to run the Food and crisis. At that time, the would be $37.4 billion.
Drug Administration CCC ran out of money
and the Commodity and had to suspend
Overall spending in
Futures
Trading
bill is $185 million
the
operations temporarily
WASHINGTON (AP) that its capital will be next week, and system
because supplemental below last year's figure,
— Iowa Gov. Terry gone within three officials are expected to Commission.
The Senate spending funds could not be ap- said Sen. Thad Cochran,
Branstad says the $74 months. —
unveil their plan for
figure, while it appears proved in time.
R-Miss., chairman of
billion Farm Credit
"We're going to find federal relief.
to be far below the $36.4
the Appropriatibm-s—
System is so overloaded out before thi's year's
Among options being
billion
approved
agriculture subcommitbumper
earlier
Anticipated
with debt that it will over that its capital and discussed are a $10
sink by the end of the resources are gone," billion line of federal by the House, leaves out grain crops this year tee. He also said the
OW,
year if a government Branstad said Thursday credit that would be us- an estimated $9.4 billion are likely to cause measure contains a 40
bailout is not arranged after he and other GOP ed to buy up problem that will be needed to heavy loan forfeitures to percent cut in rural
maintain the Commodi- the corporation, and housing money for the
soon.
ITIONINTreesTem,
governors met with farm loans, an interest
111.4111110,1111
.."....z...
,
-...
N....,
da :go:,..-.....
a
Branstad called on Reagan on economic rate buydown for troubl- ty Credit Corporation, that, coupled with other Farmers Home
President Reagan to en- issues. "They'll be ed farmers and a cor- the government entity factors, makes it dif- Administration.
dorse federal aid for the under water."
poration to take over
system and to sign a
The private, foreclosed farmland
new farm bill that is cooperatively owned and isolate it from the
slowly working its way system of 36
regional market to keep values
through Congress.
banks has admitted that from plummeting still
The Republican falling farmland
WASHINGTON (API misguided philanthropy
Ironically, Helms
values further.
'Easy to ins'all; lightweight flexible
governor, whose state is and poor
Branstad, who — Senate Agriculture from a government that points out, lawmakers
commodity
sheets
most severely squeezed prices have
left many of declared an economic Committee Chairman is itself broke.
pushing for more farm
•Corrugated-Aspholt
by the current farm its customers
"The immensely cost- program spending and
unable to emergency in his state Jesse Helms is
•Limited Lifetime Warranty
depression, said infor- keep up
their 'can two weeks ago because spreading the word that ly provisions of this higher income protec•Insulated against heat and noise
mation due out next payments, and
that a of a growing rate of loan despite farmers' widely farm bill have very little tion have based their
•
week will show the multibilli
on -dollar defaults and business publicized problems, to do with helping arguments on the cur$9.47
$31.99
Farm Credit System is bailout will
be needed failures, said he still most are far better off farmers in distress," rent, and very real,
Per Sheet
Mat. Sq.
having its first annual within two
found skepticism among financially than their Helms wrote. The farm crisis. More
years.
loss since the 1930s and
Senate is tentatively farmers are in deeper
Others, including the administration officials urban cousins.
"Even with depressed scheduled to begin con- trouble than at any time
congressional Genera, about the need for
Accounting Office, say federal help for land values ... American sideration of the long- In decades.
8.8°0 A.P.R.
even that admission agriculture, including a farm families, on term legislation next
Financing On
understates the extent Farm Credit System average, have net worth week.
"With all due respect,
S-10 Pickups
of the system's troubles. bailout. •••••=11.
equity positions and net
In fact, he says, less such 'justification' falls
and S• 10 Blazers
Congressional hearings
The National Military annual incomes which than 20 percent of the Into the category of
DWAIN TAYLOR
will
be
called
soon
after
Industrial Rd.
Establishment was greatly exceed that of estimated $54 billion in false pretense," Helms
753-1423
CHEVROLET
the system's third renamed the Depart- the average American crop subsidies and other wrote. "The answer to
S. 12th St 751.2617
quarter report is issued ment of Defense in 1949. family," Helms, R-N.C., benefits provided by the the farm problem isn't
wrote in a paper bill over the next four more and more governdistributed last week to years will go to farmers ment spending
all senators.
in the most serious distributed
While the average financial distress.
indiscriminately."
family makes about
$24,800, commercialsized farm operations
selling from $100,000 to
$250,000 in goods annualWASHINGTON (AP) Is estimated at 8.6
ly net $36,273 on — Rainy skies have billion bushels, up 2 peraverage. Larger pro- muddied this fall's corn cent from
the forecast a
ducers do even better, harvest in some areas, month
ago and 12 perhe says, and it is the but the Agriculture cent more
_If you're like most people, you probably don't
than last
spend much time thinking
large farms that benefit Department says year's
about electricity.
7.66 billion
the most under current farmers are still headed
bushels.
federal
subsidies.
for record yields. And
But we do, bee.ause bringing you electricity is
The department's
our business. And.
That, Helms argues, the crop will be larger Crop
Reporting Board
you can count on us to continue providing reliable
makes the 1985 farm bill than the experts figured
electric service
said Thursday a killing
to your home 24 hours a day- in all kinds of
and its blanket income only a month ago.
weather. We
frost hit the western and
make it work
protection for American
northern Corn Belt late
agriculture appear to be
Based on surveys last month and that
Electricity serves you best when you use it
an expensive case of made on Oct. 1, the crop some
efficiently. By avoiding
minor damage
waste, youl enjoy the benefits of using electricity
and save money
may have occurred.
too. It works!
Most of the corn crop
wai mature enough to
escape damage,
however.
"Althotigli inftrartLrer*-*
the crop is almost
scheddle, the cool wet
- weather has held up
harvesting, particularly
L.P.
In the western Corn
Belt, and harvest proThe People Who Sting You Electricity
gress is running behind
normal." the report

Southern States

.
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Farm roofing

Iowa's GOP governor says $74 billion

farm credit system nearing collapse

that won't rust,
rot, or corrode.
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Solution to U.S. farm crisis heralded as
a boon to the rich by Senator Jesse Helms
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Stock Colors:
White, Brown, Gray, Red
Colors Available:
Tan, Black, Blue, Green

Corn harvest muddied

We make it work

r

ELECTRICITY.
Get the most
for your money.
West Keptucky Rural Electric Coop.
Corp.
.753-5012

Quality Petroleum'.
Products
beicher oil co.inc.

on

Miller St.
Murray, Ky.
753-0212
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Robert Mullins (25) matches strides ...

Chuck Cummings (14) makes the catch ...

Pbonss by Owls Evans

and flips for joy afterwards.

Double-overtime loss shatters realistic MSU hopes for title
By CHRIS EVANS
Sports Writer
MURFREESBRORO,
TN. — Only inches from
the goal line ... M double
overtime ... with a do or
die situation at hand ...
Murray State freshman
tailback Rodney Payne
fumbled away the ball
and with it possibly the
last chance for an Ohio
Valley Conference title
for the Racers.
Host Middle Tennessee came up with the
ball in the end zone and
the Blue Raiders survived, 31-24.

less in the final
standings.
The last time a team
won the OVC with two
losses was when
Western Kentucky did it
In 1971 with a 5-2 mark.
Before that the tradition
goes back to 1962 when
four teams — East Tennessee, Eastern Kentucky, Middle Tennessee and Morehead
State — all tied for the
OVC title with 4-8
records.
Even MTSU coach
Boots Donnelly felt the
disappointment of his
toughest foe this
The victory kept season:
MTSU in first place in
"It was a terrible, terthe OVC standings, but
shattered any realistic rible way to lose. I'm
hopes Murray State sorry for Frank
might have had for win- (Beamer). He had the
ning the conference upper hand for most of
crown in 1985. The the game, then all of a
Racers, now 2-2 in sudden they lost just
league play, are fighting like that."
After leading 17-10
a tradition in which the
OVC crown goes to late in the fourth
teams with one loss or quarter Murray was

"I thought we ... gave a great effort,
but it just didn't work out.
We're in for a character check."
— Frank Beamer

plagued with misfortune. Racer punter
David Dercher was
blocked (for the second
time in the game) while
attempting to get off a
kick from hi
own
32-yard line aneit was
suddenly Middle's ball
on the Murray State
45-yard line.
Middle used only five
plays to carry the ball
into the end zone and
knot the game at 17-all.
After taking the kickoff
with only 1:29 left in the
game, the Racers were
gunning for a win and
went to the air. But a
Kevin Sisk pass was intercepted by Wade
Peery and returned to
the Racer 34..
Impending doom was
on the minds the Murray State staff, but a
strong defensive wall
forced the hosts to attempt a 30-yard field
past few weeks, came in goal with only :07 refourth on the team
behind Kevin Garland's
19th place finish. Sons
was 25th and Scott Nix
NEW YORK (AP) —
came in 29th.
Calloway scored 86 SportsBeat, Howard
points to topple Cosell's Sunday afterClarksville (Tenn.) Nor- noon interview show,
thwest with 93, has been canceled by
Owensboro Apollo with ABC.
A network spokesman
105. and Fort Campbell
with 111.
The Lady Laker runners came in third
among 12 girls teams as
Pam Knight led the
Calloway runners with a
7th place finish in 13:21.
Calloway scored 100
points to place behind
No.1 Fort Campbell
with 60 and Marshall
County with 77.
The other Lady Laker
scorers were Connie
Ross, Janna Wilson,
Amy Ferguson and
Sherri Lamb with Kris
Miller and Marcia
Grimes competing but
not placing.
Both Calloway teams
will travel to Davies,
County High School in
Owensboro on Saturday
to, compete in the
regional cross country
meet.
-gyn-

Calloway runners return
to normal with 1st place
HOPKINSVILLE —
Calloway County opened a few eyes this
weekend when the
Laker cross country
team finighed first in the
12-team Christian County Invitational on
Saturday.
"They were used to
seeing us in third or
fourth," said CCHS
coach Dan Thompson,
"but for the first time
this year we were
healthy and we showed
what we could do with a
complete lineup."
Mark Charlton placed
fourth overall with a
15:40 on the short course
at Christian County
High and trnmy Manning placed 9th for the
Lakers. Randy Sons.
recovered from an
ankle injury which
sidelined him during the

MSU runner
completes
marathon
Asa

CHICAGO, Ill. —
Carlos Monte., a former
Idurrar 'State 'crow&
,country participant.
competed In the
America's Marathon in
Chicago on Sunday.
Monte., now living in
Chicago, rah a 2:441:28 to
place in the top 120
finishers.

maining and, to the
satisfattieir'Of the
guests, the kick was
wide left.
When time ran out in
regulation play it was
Middle who won the coin
toss and elected to defend the Murray possession from the MTSU
25-yard line. The Racers
marched the distance in
six plays and Payne carried around the left side
for the final six yards
and the touchdown and
Paul Hickert added the
conversion kick to lead
24-17.
The Blue Raiders used only two plays on
their turn from the 25 to
cross the goal with a
pass from Marvin Collier to fullback Tony
Burse covering 21 yards
and Dwight Stone mopping up with a 4-yard
touchdown run.
In the second overtime Murray elected to

ABC cancels SportsBeat
said Saturday the last
SportsBeat show is
scheduled for Dec. 15.
The show has consistently ranked at the
bottom of the sports
television ratings.

defend first and the
Raiders again wasted
no time getting on the
board as Collier tossed a
pass to Mike Pittman
and he shook off the
man coverage to score
on the first play.
The Racer offense
began to struggle on its
final drive, being
assessed a 5-yard penalty, and eventually facing a fourth-and-seven
situation from the Middle Tennessee 27-yard
line. However, a pass interference penalty moved the ball down to the
MTSU 21 and gave Murray an automatic first
down.
Payne. who ended up
with 149 yards on 24 carries, carried twice for Sand 13-yards and his second attempt carried
him oter the goal, but
was marked back on the
MTSU 1. When Bill Bird
failed to crack the
Raider defense on the
next carry, Payne got
the call oq second-andgoal, started right, cut

back inside anCiumbled the team that the
In other OVC games
into the armkof defen- character and quality of
Saturday. 18th-ranked
sive tIkle Ken our people as inAkron improved to 5-2,
Mcpaniel Jt6r being hit dividuals is going to be
2-1, behind the rushing
at the,goal line.
tested right now. How of Mike
Clark who
"I tlisught he (Payne I we come back is very
pounded Morehead
went
in the air, I important."
State for 180 yards on 29
thought he hit the
Murray quarterback carries and scored
four
ground, then I thought Kevin Sisk said he TDs
as the Zips triumthe ball came out, said believes with only the phed
38-9.
Murray skipper Frank two losses he and the
Youngstown State
Beamer about the last Racers may have defeated
Austin Peay
play of the game. "I another chance at the
35-14 and two. OVC
thought two things hap- Blue Raiders in post- members
split a pair of
pened: I thought he was seasorrplay.
non-conference outings
close, very close to the
"Overall I think this with Eastern
Kentucky
goal line and then I was the best game topping
Central Florida
thought he hit the we've played all year. It 28-21
and Tennessee
ground and the ball pop- was just a tough loss," Tech
extending its losped out. And if that was • said the senior signal- ing
streak to 17 straight
true it never should caller.
games with a 26-13 loss
have been a fumble. The
"Right now I know to Tennessee State.
officials made the call everbody is down. I
• • •
they thought was right think if we went out to
Mornay Si.
0
3 7 0—U
and that's all you can play a game right now I Middle Tenn. II I14 •
0 7 7 7-31
MT—Johnson 42 blocked punt
ask out of them."
don't believe anybody's
return Martin kick
The heartbreaking mind would be into it.
MT—FG Martin 35
loss keeps the MTSU We're just so shocked at
MS—Cummings 13 pass from Sisk
kickr
slate clean at 6-0 with what happened," Sisk ;Rickert
MS—Payne 7 run ,H1ckert kick
three conference vic- added. "We had 'em
MS—FG Hickert 32
MT—Lofton 9 pass from Collier
tories while Murray beat — it just got away
Martin kick
falls to 4-2-1 overall. from us."
MS—Payne 6 run ,Hickert kick
MT—Stone 4 run Martin kick
Murray State, ranked
Murray State travels
MT—Pittman 25 pass from Collier
13th in the nation prior to Southwest Missouri
Martin kick
A-13.360
to the loss on Saturday, next Saturday for a
MS
MT
fell from second in the designated OVC game First downs
20
14
Rushes-yards
OVC to fifth.
57.260
which will be televised
40-90
Passing yards
107
204
"We're gqing to be nationally and carried Return yards
36
45
tested r_igtit now," regionally by Paducah Passes
11 22 1 15-25 1
Punts
5-24
5-39
Bea
-e lamented. Channel 6. Coincidental- Fumbles
lost
43
3-0
severely hurt !y , the Southwest Penalties-yards
i.95
4.30
n: 31
29 29
and
sappointed. I Missouri game will Time of Peas
thought we went out and mark the fourth congave a great effort, but secutive Homecoming
it just didn't work out.
game the Racers have
"We're in for a played in this season.
• • •
character check. I told
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Cardinals lower boom on Leibrandt
to take commanding 2-0 Series lead
By BRUCE LOWYTT
AP Sports Wilier
KANSAS CITY,Mo.(AP)-The bedsheet banner read: "Charlie, pitch another Rembrandt."
It lay crumpled in the debris at Royals
Stadium - quite possibly along with Charlie
Leibrandt's confidence and the Kansas City
Royals' World Series hopes.
Leibrandt, the Kansas City savior in the
American League playoffs, ran out of miracles
Sunday night, three outs shy of a two-hit masterpiece that would have beaten the Cardinals 2-0
and sent the best-of-seven Series back to St.
Louis deadlocked at one game apiece.
Instead, the Cardinals were 4-2 winners, all
four runs coming in the top of the ninth inning three on Terry Pendleton's two-out double down
the left field line.
"Whenever-you get in a situation like that, you
always say, 'Mew ,get me up to the plate,"
Pendleton said. "That's what I was doing."
And the Cardinals crossed the plains of
Missouri today with a two-game lead, the next
three-scheduled in their own Busch Memorial
Stadium - and the knowledge that no team has
lost a World Series after winning the first two
games on the road.
The Royals had been down 2-0 to Toronto in the
playoffs before winning that best-of-seven series,
Leibrandt getting the victory in the clincher.
"There's one big difference here," Royals second baseman Frank White said."We were coming back home (then). This time, we're going into the mouth of a lion."
Better than an hour after the game came to its
sudden, crushing climax, Leibrandt was still in
out word that he wiz
the trainer's-room. He
soaking his arm and didn't wish to speak.
Twenty minutes later, he delivered the same
message in person. His eyes glazed and staring
only forward, he weaved his way through the
locker room crowd, muttering: "Gentlemen, I
have nothing to say." And a minute later: "I
don't feel like it right now." And with his back to
the world, he dressed and walked out.
He was as much in control of his emotions in
the locker room as he had been in control of the
Cardinals for the first eight innings.
A leadoff single by Pendleton in the third inning and Jack Clark's two-out walk and Tito Landrum's single in the fourth had been the only
blemishes. From then until the ninth, he had
retired 13 consecutive batters.
And the Royals, bunching three of their nine
hits in the bottom of the fourth, had given him
two runs to work with - Willie Wilson's single
followed by RBI doubles by -George Brett and
Frank White off Danny Cox.
In the top of the ninth, though, the fabric began
to unravel, almost imperceptibly at first.
Willie McGee hit a foul ball toward the Kansas
City dugout along the first-base line. Steve
Balboni, the Royals' first baseman, sprinted to
the edge of the dugout and stuck out his glove.
"He came as close as you can without catching
It. The ball didn't hit his glove but it was just
almost there," Manager Dick licnvser said in the

Werth Series At A Glance
Ry The Associated Press
All thins EDT
Saturday's Grew •
St Louis 3, Kansas City 1
Strediles Ganot
St Louis 4, Kansas City 2, St
LOWS loads serWi 2-0
T
Gone
Kansas City
rhagen 20-6 i
at St Louis Andu.jar 21.121. 1 35
pm

Wednesday's Game
Kansas City (Black 10-151 at St
).48ils il\t_407 21-8),3
Thursday,Oct. 24
Kansas City (Jackson 14-121 at
St Louis, 8:26 p.m., U necessary
Saturday. Oct. 26
St. Louie at Kansas City. 825
p.m , if nethanary
Sunder. Oct.27
St. Louis at Kansas City, 8:30
p m., If necessary

silence of his office, just beyond the funeral
locker room.
Given a second chance, McGee doubled over
third base, past the diving Brett.
Relief pitcher Dan Quisenberry began warming up for Kansas City.
He would come in one pitch too late.
With the crowd chanting "Charlie,'Charlie!"
on every pitch, Ozzie Smith hit a bouncer to
Brett, who looked McGee back to second and
threw to first for the out. Tommy Herr flied to
Pat Sheridan in right, McGee again, holding
second.
That brought up Clark, whose three-run homer
in the ninth inning of Game 6 of the National
League playoffs had beaten the Los Angeles
Dodgers and vaulted the Cardinals into the
World Series.
Quisenberry continued to throw in the Kansas
City bullpen.
Gary Blaylock, the pitching coach, went to the
mound."We just told Charlie to keep it in the
park," Howser said. "We didn't want to get beat
by a homer in that situation. We could-MIlived
.
with a single."
No way, Howser said, would he surrender and
give an intentional walk. "I'm not in the habit of
putting the tying or winning run on base in the
ninth inning," he said.
That bit of strategy would come three batters
later.
On a 3-0 pitch, Clark reached out and singled to
left, McGee scored and the Royals' lead was 2-1.
"I was really trying to hit a home run, just like in
LA," Clark said. "The ball I hit went off the end
of the bat and got through because Brett was protecting the line."
Next up was Tito Landrum, who had kept the
game from getting out of hand half an inning
before. After Buddy Biancalana had drawn a
one-out walk and had been bunted to second by
Leibrandt, Landrum had taken Lonnie Smiths
single to left and launched a rocket to the plate,
catcher Darrell Porter tagging the sliding Biencalana for the third out. Now Landrum was at the plate.
Quisenberry was still in the bullpen.
Like Clark, Landrum reached out and got the
end of the bat on the ball. His double went to
right, and Clark went to third.
The tying and lead runs were now in scoring
position - and Cesar Cedeno was up. The same
Cedeno who had batted .434 for the Cardinals in
the pennant drive after they picked him up from
Cincinnati.

Celebration
by St.Louis
St. Louis players
are cranking up for
a World Series
celebration after taking a 2-0 lead in the
best-of-seven playoff
against Kansas City.
Pictured here, Cardinal shortstop Oszle
Smith serves as a
rallying point for his
teammates.
Although the Cardinals have come up
with big plays to
win, the team has
spread the wealth by
having several different players produce the gamewinners throughout
the playoffs.
AP Laserphoto

The Royals walked him intentionally.
The bases were loaded.
Quisenberry was still in the bullpen.
Howser said he and Blaylock talked it over and
never thought about pulling Leibrandt. "It was
his game to win or lose," he said. "We thought
his ball was really moving in the ninth inning and
we saw no reason to take him out. ... My decision
was dictated more by Leibrandt than by
Quisenberry," a right-hander who has experienced some problems with left-handed hitters. Pendleton is a switch-hitter. "We know
Quisenberry is going to give up an occasional run
but, really, Leibrandt was pitching so well that
we just didn't feel any need to make a change
then."
So with Quisenberry still in the bullpen ("You
have to take into consideration Charlie's ability
to get out of tough situations," he said. "He's
known for pitching well with men on base."),
Pendleton batted from the right side and tore
Leibrandt's 2-1 pitch down the left-field line.
Clark scored.
Landrum scored.
Cedeno scored.
Quisenberry came out of the bullpen.

Leibrandt went into his own private world.
Quisenberry walked Porter intentionally and
got Andy Van Slyke, batting for winning pitcher
Ken Dayley, on a fly ball to center field.
"If I make the change and we get beat,"
Howser said, "people say,'How can you take-a-guy out pitching a two-hitter?'
"The thing is, they had the right guys hitting in
that inning. You know, you always look up late in
a ballgame and you get that part of the order.
You're not looking at seven, eight, nine. You're
looking at one, two, three, four, five. The way
Leibrandt had handled 'em, I had all the confidence in the ..." He paused. "Two runs is not
much of a margin, but the way he'd been pitching ..." Howser's voice trailed off.
In the anticlimactic bottom of the ninth, Jeff
Lahti got Jim Sundberg on a fly ball to center
field and, after Balboni beat out a 40-foot roller
down the third-base line, pinch-hitter Jorge Orta
grounded into a game-ending double play.
As they did so often in the pennant race and the
playoffs, the Cards had come back.
"It's just like we knew it was in the cards,"
Landrum said.
And the Royals were flushed with frustration.

Waltrip wins
Nationwise 500
stock car title
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National Football League Standings
National Foothill League
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
Miami
N Y. Jets
New England
Indianapolis
Buffalo

Hi-Top Basketball Shoes

Cleveland
Pittsburgh
Clncinnati
Houston
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PF
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1
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2
3
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0
0
0
0
0
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0
0
0
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NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
5 2 0
714 173
4 3 0
571 160
3 4 0 .429100
3 4 0
428 156
3 4 0 .429100

115
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104
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5
5
4
2
1
Central
4
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159
172
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,
k Children's 141tops-11 styles
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Tennis
Anyone?
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All Tennis Shirts
& Shorts
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Denver
L A. Raiders
Seattle
Kansas City
San Diego

Dail*,
N Y Giants
Phil/idiot&
St Louie
Washingtin

Chicago
Detroit
Minnesota
Green Bay
Tampa Bay

Central
6
1
4
3
0

0
3
3
3
7

0
0

0 1 000 189 as
0
571 126 159
0
571 158 140
0
500 137 140
0
000 150 218

LA Rams
New Orleans
San Francisco
Atlanta

7 0 0 1 000
3 4 0
429
3 4 0
429
1
6 0
143
Sunday's Games
Houston 41, Cincinnati 27
Philadelphia 16. Dallas 14
Buffalo 21. Indianapolis 9
Los Angeles Raiders 21, Cleveland 20
Los Angeles Rams 16, Kansas City 0
Atlanta 31, New Orleans 24
New York Giants 17. Washington 3
Pittsburgh 23, St Louis 10
Minnesota 21, San Diego 17
Detroit 23, San Francisco 21
New England 20, New York Jets 13
Denver 13, Seattle 10. OT
Miami 41, Tampa Bay 38
Mondey's Game
Green Bay at Chitago
Sunday. Oct 27
Atlanta at Dallas
Buffalo at Philadelphia
Denver at Kansas City
Green Bay at Indianapolis
Houston at St Louis
Miami is Detroit
Minnesota at Chicago
New England at Tampa Bay
Seattle at New York Jets
Washington at Cleveland
' Pittsburgh at Cincinnati
New York Giants at New Orlean
San Francisco at Los Angeles Rams

149 89
150 188
176 140
151 216

College Football Results
C00181133 =#
'
‘
By The
EAST
Nary M. Lafayette 14
Phrin St M. Syracuse al
Pittsburgh 38, Rutgers It
Slippery Rock 10, Lock Htvein
Temple 46. William & MAI* a
SOWN
Auburn 17, Georgia Tech 14
Cincinnati 31. Louisville 9
Clemson 21, Duke 9
Florida 46, SW Louisituia 0
Florida St TS, Tulsa 14
,:eorgia Is. Vanderbilt 13, tie
LSI 10. Kentucky 0
Maryland 1111. Woke rarest t
74Notisrpo IR. is:T411•1111 17
N carotins 31, N. Prelim St 14
8 M Easiest/0154. Minviphis St 7
Tennessee 143 Abbansa 14
'innate Teel,
17911891 84

MIOWEST
Bowling Green 23. Cent
Michigan 18
Colorado 40, Iowa St 6
E Michigan 27, Ohio U 21
Minato 30. Michigan St 17
Iowa 12, Michigan 10
Kansas 38. Kansas St. 7
Kent St 45. Bali St 16
Miami, Ohio 10. W Michigan 10
tie

MIrmesota 22, Indiana 7
Nebraska 91, Missouri 20
N: Minot, 111. Toledo 3
Northweelem it. Wisconsin it
Notre Dune 9a, Army IS
olde ft. 41. Purdue 77
withal M. N. Drake 21
SOIMINEST
Sayksr IS, Tmagitth•161119,
•-

Miami. Sit if. ukianoma 14
Rice 29. Taus Tech 27
Southern Meth 37, Houston 13
Texas IS. Arkansas 13
Texas Christian 14, N Texas St
10
FAR WEST
Air Force 35, Colorado St 19
Arizona 41. San Jose St 0
Arizona St 42. Utah St 10
, Brigham Young 45, New Mexico
23
California 27. Oregon 24
F. Washington SO, Long Beech St
23
Preen° St 411, New Mexico St. 31
• nalltr-LerVer.....- Welthettr-,
Oregon St 21. ,ACishiniton 20
Southern Cal 30 •ttanford 6
UCLA 31, Washington St an
.:-WPate le. Sale Mors gt ler
'

Larry Krouse Insurance
524 Main

759-9888

ROCKINGHAM, N.C.
(AP) - As hard as he
tried, Darrell Waltrip
could not remain
inconspicuous.
Waltrip, taking a big
step toward a third
Winston Cup championship, outran Ron
Bouchard over the final
31 laps Sunday to win
the Nationwise 500
Grand National stock
car race at North
Carolina Motor
Speedway.
"I didn't want nobody
racing me, I didn't want
nobody on my back
bumper, and I didn't
want to be in a crowd. I
wanted to be fairly inconspicuous out there,"
said Waltrip, who now
leads Bill Elliott in the
title chase by 35 points
- 3,971.3,926 - with two
races remaining.
Despite efforts to run5
a quiet and unobtrusive
race and stay out of
trouble on the slick
1.017-mile oval, Waltrip
led the 492-lap event six
times for a total of 72
laps.
Bouchard, who has
not won a race since
1981, put his Buick
Regal in the lead on lap
415, during the last of 10
caution periods. Waltrip
stayed close behind,
then squeezed h
Chevrolet Monte Carlo
SS past Bouchard and
Into the lead on lap 462.
Waltrip, winning for
the third time this
season and the 67th time
In his Grand National
care_omp000d -thefinish line .93 seconds
ahead of Bouchard. but
heltlornorratttrpuottettat the end.
Harry Gant was third, •
followed 14 Elliott, who
led only one lap - under
a caution flag on lap 206
- and Geoff Bodine.
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Despite knee injury to Robinson, Tennessee topples 'ffailia
By El)SHEARER
AP Sports Writer
With fifth-ranked Florida out
of the picture because of probation, the Southeastern Conference appears headed toward
its wildest football championship race in history.
Tennessee, ranked 20th, appeared to have the inside track
Saturday when the Vols edged
No. 15 Alabama 16-14. But the
loss of star quarterback Tony
Robinson to a knee injury could
negate a favorable down-thestretch conference schedule for
the Vols - home against against
second division Mississippi and
Tennessee and a road trip to
Kentucky, one di six eligible
contenders with only one setback in the conference.
The SEC has never crowned a
champion with two league
defeats, but that could change
this year. Florida is gallopiqg
away with a 3-0 SEC mark, and
likely will be favored in its three
remaining games with Auburn,
Georgia and Kentucky. The
Gators won the title last year,

kenluck,
0 0 0 ILouisiana State
S I S I1P- 19
LSU-FG Lewis 43
LSU-Hilliard 10 run i Lewis kick
Ken
Lift'
First downs
4
19
Rushes-yards
2580 50-109
Passing yards
54
206
Return yards
4
18
Pewees
11-36 1 25-47-2
Punts
13-35
8-40
Fumbles-lost
3-2
7-5
Penalties-yards
6.45
8 83
Time of Poss
23 56
3804
INDIVIDUAL STATISTIC'S
RUSHING - Kentucky. Logan 11 25 Higgs
10-38 LSU, Hilliard 24.85. James 12-25
PASSING - Kentucky. Dooley 10-26 1. 4)
yards. Allen 2-6-0, 13 yards LSU. Wickersham
22-41-2. 188 yards. Powell 3.5-0. 20 yards
RECEIVING - Kentucky. Wheeler 3-26, Pitts
2-13 LSI:, James 7.63. Hilliard 6.28. Magee 3-57

but later had it stripped by the
conference because of the
probation.
Both Alabama and Tennessee
have 2-1 records, but the Tide
still must face Mississippi State,
Louisiana State and Auburn.
LSU, Kentucky and Auburn all
stand at 1-1 and Georgia has a
1-1-1 mark after being tied by
Vanderbilt 13-13 Saturday.
There are two key conference
games on this week's agenda Mississippi State at Auburn and
Kentucky at Georgia. Ole Miss

and Vandy, each with two losses
already, meet in Oxford in the
other other league game.
LSU will have an open date
and the other three members
will tangle with outsiders Alabama at Memphis State,
Virginia Tech at Florida and
Georgia Tech at Tennessee.
This week's slate for independents has No. 13 Florida
State at North Carolina,
Louisville at Miami of Florida
and Southwestern- Louisiana at
Nevada-Las Vegas. Southern

Fry can't find label for No.1 Iowa
as Hawkeyes remain undefeated
IOWA CITY, Iowa (AP ) Iowa Coach Hayden Fry hasn't
found a label for his top-ranked
football team yet. but he will
concede that the 1985 Hawkeyes
are pretty darn good, especially
when the heat is on.
Iowa has been ranked No. 1 for
three straight weeks and is certain to be at the top for at least
one more week after beating
second-ranked Michigan 12-10
Saturday on Rob Houghtlin's
29-yard 1teltrg68.1-116- time ran
out.
Fry's troops drove from their
own 22 to the Michigan 12 as the
clock ticked away to get
Houghtlin's winning kick. It was
similar to the Michigan State
game two weeks ago, when the
Hawkeyes marched 78 yards to
pull out a 35-31 victory on
quarterback Chuck Long's
2-yard touchdown run.
A reporter asked Fry if he
thought the two come-from behind victories meant the
Hawkeyes were a team of
destiny.
"I don't know what that

means," Fry said. "But I do
know this. We've got some
young men of real character. If
anyone can pull out a fourthquarter game, the Hawks can do
it. We've got class people - the
kind you win with.
"In two of our three Big Ten
victories we've had to show a lot
of character and poise under
adverse circumstances. That's
an indication that we have a
great football team."
Apparently, Michigan Coach
Bo Schembechler agrees.
"I told Coach Schembechler
before the game and repeated it
after, it's too bad that one team
had to lose," Fry said. "I told
him he had a great team. He
smiled and said: 'You've got the
greatest.' That was quite a compliment coming from Coach
Schembechler."
Iowa is now 6-0 overall, its
best start since 1960, and 3-0 in
the Big Ten Conference heading
into next Saturday's game at
Northwestern. Michigan, which
will be at home against Indiana
on Saturday, is 5-1 and 2-1.

Mississippi and Tulane are idle.
In other action Saturday. Bo
Jackson ran for 242 yards, including a go-ahead 76-yard TD
gallop in the final quarter, as
Auburn edged Georgia Tech
17-14, --LSU blanked Kentucky
10-0, Mississippi State used a
miracle finish to beat Tulane
•31-27 and Florida crushed
Southwestern Louisiana 45-0.
Miami registered one of the
day's biggest upsets as Vinnie
Testaverde accounted for three
scores in a 27-14 decision over
No. 3 Oklahoma. FSU, rebounding from its 59-27 loss to

Auburn a week earlier, set a
school scoring record in a 76-14
thrashing of Tulsa.
Southern Mississippi knocked
off Memphis State 14-7 and Cincinnati beat Louisville 31-9.
Dpn Smith led State to it's
miracle comeback over Tulane,
driving the Bulldogs 82 yards
without a time out in the final 47
seconds and scoring the winning
touchdown on a 2-yard run with
two seconds to play.
Carlos Reveiz had three field
goals in Tennessee's victory
over Bama and Kerwin Bell
threw for 296 yards and three

scores as Florida overpowered
USL.
Ron Lewis kicked a 43-yard
field goal in the final quarter to
break a scoreless tie and Dalton
Hilliard added a 10-yard TD run
as LSU stopped Kentucky. Vandy had a shot at an upset over
Georgia, but Alan Herline's
44-yard field goal on the final
play failed.
Eric Thomas threw for two
scores and backup Chip
Ferguson for three in FSU's victory and Andrew Anderson connected with Chris McGee on a
74-yard scoring play as Southern
downed Memphis State.

Lassiter touchdown tosses pace CCHS frosh victory
Two long touchdown passes by
Greg Lassiter enabled Calloway
County's freshman football
team to edge visiting Heath,
15-14, last Thtirgday.
Lassiter's 60-yard toos to Darren McCuiston and the extrapoint kick by Johnny Ahart gave
the Lakers a 7-6 lead in the se-

cond period. Lassiter connected
for another touchdown pass
from midfield to Jeremy White
and Patrick Orr's two-point conversion run provided the winning margin.
Heath scored in the fourth
period and cut the deficit to one

rogiffifealr.

point with a two-point conversion pass, but the Calloway
defense held on in the final
minutes of the game to preserve
the team's third win in six
outings.
Thursday the Lakers host
rival Murray High in a 6:30 p.m.
contest.
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CHARGE IT(MOST STORIES)

Save Today on These and
Other Fantastic Bargains

V.4..•
H- ow the Top Twenty teams in
the
Associated Press college football poll fared:
No.l. Iowa (6-0-01 beat No. 2 Michigan
12-10. Next: at Northwestern
No.2, Michigan (5-1-0i lost to No 1 Iowa
12-10. Next vs. Indiana.
No 5. Oklahoma 13-1-0) load to Miami.
Fla
21-14. Next: vs. Iowa State.
No.4, Arkansas (5-1-0) lost to Texas 15-13.
Next: vs Houston at Little Rock. Ark
No 5. Florida 15-0-11 beat Southwest
ern
Louisiana 46-0 Next: vs. Virginia Tech
No 8. Penn State (6-0-01 beat
Syracuse
24-20 Next vs. West Virginia.
No 7. Nebraska 15-1.0) beat Missouri
28-20.
Next vs. Colorado
No.8. Auburn 15-1-0) beat Georgia
Tech
17-14. Next: vs.illsailislppl State.
No.9. Brigham Young 18-1-0) beat
New
Mexico 45-23. Next: at Texas-El Paso.
No.10, Air Force 17-0-01 beat
Colorado
State 36-19 Next: vs. Utah.
No.11. Ohio State 15-1-01 beat Purdue 41-27.
Next: at Minnesota.
No.12. Oklahoma State 14-1-0) was idle
Next: at Kansas
No 13. Florida State 15-1-01 beat
Tulsa
76-14. Next at North Carolina
No 14. Baylor 16-1-01 beat Texas
A&M
20-15. Next - vs Texas Christian
No.16, Alabama (4-2-0) lost to No 20
Tennessee 16-14 Next: at Memphis State
No 16. Georgia 14-1-11 tied Vanderbilt
13-13. Next vs Kentucky.
No 17. Louisiana State (4.1-0) beat
Kentucky 10-0. Next: Nov. 2 vs. Mississipp
i at
Jackson, Miss
No 18, UCLA (5-1.11 beat Washington
State
31-30. Next: vs C2411forttla.
No.19, Army 15-1-01 lost to Notre Dame
24-10. Next: vs_ Colgate.
No.20, Tennessee 13-1-11 beat No. 15
Alabama 16-14. Next: vs. Georgia Tech.
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Buy a Tandy 1000 Personal Computer and
Get Our New CM-4 Color Monitor at No Charge!

•SA-600 90 Watt Amplifier With Equalizer
•TM-600 AM/FM Stereo Tuner• Audio Rack
•Optimus"-600 3-Way Speaker Systems
•SCT-600 Cassette Deck With Dolby' B NR
•LAB-600 Belt-Drive Turntable
'TM Dolby Laborator,es Licensing Co,o

When you need a loan,
we've got the answer...

Comes complete with our 6-in-1 DeskMate®
software for text processing, spreadsheet
analysis, electronic filing, telecommunications*, calendar/alarm and electronic mail*.
Also runs IBM® PC software. CM-4
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320 x 200 color graphics. #25-1000/1021
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No question about it. At Lincoln Federal
we'll go out of our way to make money available
for you.

1

Money for new cars, family vacations, home
improvements, medical bills, or a college
education.
Look to Lincoln Federal. When you need a
loan, we've got the answer.
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14995
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Record off-the-air or "live" with built-in
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It
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239.95

Save $60
9995 15R:95

•
•qualified applicants only

Save 14995
s90

\

44
Check MutPhone Book for the Ratite Meek Store or
Dealer Neares

t You

CifIt ins
• cvv,neor. a 'ANDY CAA/ION

revoking credit from Dtibanli

Payment may vary flOorlding WWI MUM,
Pa.CIFC Aesi. A,MOM(

'6)

CM.* 0,01 osas FRS
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Mandia suffers speech impediment

The children in Mary Gail Johnson's kindergarten at Murray Elementary
School became the proud parents of a Monarch butterfly last week.

HERSHEY, Pa. (AP)
— A man being kept
alive by the first Penn
State artificial heart
suffered a 30-minute
period of slow speech
Sunday but doctors have
not determined whether
it was a stroke, a
hospital spokesman
said.
Doctors early Sunday
had reported Anthony
Mandia was improving
after receiving the
mechanical heart Friday, but at a noon news
conference a
spokesman for Hershey

Elementary school students witness birth of a butterfly
By
KATIE CARPENTER

School Correspondent
There was a baby born
at Murray Elementary
School 'last
week.
Weight: less than one
gram. Height.
: about
three inches. Name:
"Blueberry Butterfly,"
according to 25 proud
foster parents in Mary

Gail
Johnson's
kindergarten class.
The children had watched their green-andwhite striped caterpillar
in his glass jar home as
tte retreated into his cocoon and emerged a
week later as a proud
black-and-gold Monarch
butterfly.
Mary Gail said it was

the first time a Monarch

butterfly had hatched at
the elementary school.
All morning long there
was a steady stream of
visitors to admire the
new arrival.
Mary Gail prepared
the kids for the great
event with a week-long
unit on butterflies and insects. She read them
stories, asked them to
draw pictures, and talked with them to get their
Ideas. She said they
learned some advanced
scientific concepts —
most importantly, they
learned that scientists
are, above all, careful
observers.
"How did it make you
feel when you saw what
happened?" she asked
the kids after their
Monarch made his first
appearance."I felt good
all over when he came
out of his cocoon,"
responded Joey Woods,
wriggling to show exactly how he felt.

Following Mary Gail's
suggestions, the children
pretended to be butterflies, crouched inside
sticky nets. They wriggled — stretched — broke
free of the nets — and
then flapped their newlymade wings to dry.
"I thought he was pretty...but I wonder how he

"Oh, yeociaoah? ... Your mother
lives in On Army b001!"

WI40 ELSE DO YOU'
THINK COULD I-IAVE
MADE A FLIGHT
LIKE TNAT ?

IN 1927, CNARLES
LINDBERGH MADE THE
FIRST NONSTOP SOLO
FLI6i-IT FROM NEW YORK
TO PARIS.

felt being in the jar,"
worried Jake Thurmond.
Megan Page announced, "I want to set him
free so he won't die."
If the weather was cold
when their baby hatched,
the class had planned to
send him south for the
winter along with a child
who was traveling to
Disneyworld later in the
week. But with last
warm
week's
temperatures, and after
a check with MSU's Environmental Education
Center, they decided
he'd do just fine in
Murray.
"We might see him
again next week," said
Ellen Carpenter, who
found the caterpillar in
yard.
her
back
"Monarchs migrate, you
added
know," she
knowledgeably.

Hog market
Fedoral-State Market News Service
October 21, 1165
Rewtwoky Purchase Area Ilog Market
Report lariodes S Raying Stakes
Recap's: Act. 13110 Eat 760 Barrows
& Gilts .76 lower Sows steady to La
Meier lestasces 1.55 bleier oo
weights over 646
$43.56-44.441
US 1-2 2144160 Lbs.
147.73-42.77
US 1-2 550-210 Lbs.
543.16-43.75
Lbs.
US les 21114611
542.75-43.35
US 3-4 214-270 Lbs.
Sows
US 1.2 370-360 Lbs.
US 1-3 3654241 Lbs.
US 11 4110-5116 Lbs.
US 1.3 Over See Lbs.
US 2-3 205-546 Lbs.
Boors 521.116-20.00

623.00-16.410
114131.115-34.51
536.46-33-50
$65.340-37.51
232.05-34.00

TI4E LONE BEAGLE If

driven device Friday,
soon after doctors determined his own heart
wouldn't last much
longer.
Doctors said the artificial.heart, developed
at Hershey Medical
Center, an arm of Penn
State University, would
stay in Mandia as a
stopgap measure until a
compatible human
donor heart could be
found.

CLASSIFIEDS

Transplant patient's
condition improving

Barr estate auctioned

C

z,
MATH .
ENGLISH
HISTORY..

1-4ELLO, I'M NERMAL,
TI-IE WORLD'S
GO AWAY,
CDTE5T KITTEN
NERMAL

The Penn State heart
Monday suffering from
"severe end-stage" cor- is constructed with a
onary disease.His condi- seamless blood sac to
tion deteriorated before cut down of the danger
the artificial heart was of blood clots.
Pierce plans to use the
implanted.
The Hershey cardiac experimental device onsurgical team was head- ly when a patient's coned by Dr. William S. dition reaches "a point
Pierce, who developed of desperation" and no
donor hearts are
the Penn State heart.
Andrews said Mandia available for a
has showed no signs of transplant.
The mechanical
bleeding, a major complication for recipients heart, however, can reartificial main in place indefiniteThey had originally of other
ly, doctors said.
hearts.
estimated that could
take a week or two.
Andrews had said
earlier in the morning
that Mandia had had a
liquid breakfast food 1 .Legal
1 .L egal
and wanted to get out of
OF
SALE
NOTICE
1955-46,Invitation, Bid
bed and walk around.
Public notice is
and
Acceptance,
"No, not yet," An- hereby given that the
which are available,
drews quoted the doe- United States of
along with additional
acting
as telling the America,
information aboutthe
Philadelphia bachelor. through the Farmers
property, at the
"They did allow him to Home AdministraFmHA office located
dangle his feet over the tion, has for sale the
at 104 North Fifth
following described
bed."
Street, Murray, Kenproperty:
real
Mandia, who until
tucky (telephone:
A farm consiting of
March had worked for
502/753-0162).
the Philadelphia recrea- 126 acres located apThe Government
tion department, was proximately 8 miles
reserves the right to
Murray,
northeast
of
taken to Hershey last
reject any or all
Kentucky, on the
offers.
Davis-Mitts Road.
Dated this 18th day
The property will be
of October, 1985.
sold under the followUNITED STATES OF
ing conditions:
AMERICA
For cash or terms of
By: Ronald W. Nelson
not less than 10%
County Supervisor
vital signs were stable downpayment and not
CHICAGO (AP) —
Farmers Home
The condition of a Sunday, "her liver is to exceed 25 amortizAdministrator
girl
functioning, as are her ed
2-year-old Kentucky
payments at
who underwent three kidneys. It looks 11.625% annual in.
liver transplants has promising."
NOTICE OF SALE
terest for the balance
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been upgraded from
Chasity, who had suf- of the purchase price.
hereby given that the
critical and unstable to fered from deterioration A 10% deposit is reUnited States of
critical and stable, a of the liver since birth, quired, which will be
America,
acting
hospital spokeswoman received' her first promptly refunded if
through the Farmers
said.
transplant Sept. 29 in a the offer is not acHome AdministraChasity Gibson, of 14-hour operation at the cepted. The current
tion, has for sale the
Uniontown, received the Chicago hospital. The year's property taxes
following described
third transplant at second transplant took will be paid by the
real property:
Rush-Presbyterian-St. place Oct. 8 after a purchaser.
TRACT I: A tract of
Preference will be
Luke's Medical Center blood clot was
land consisting of 55
given to a cash offer
In Chicago on Friday.
discovered in the artery
acres, with an older
Hospital that leads to the liver. which is at least 96%
remodeled
brick
spokeswoman Mary That surgery took nine of the highest offer redwelling, tobacco
quiring credit. AccepAnn Redeker said an in- hours.
barn and three calf
tance of any bid based
fection, that had been
barns,located about 2
The third transplant on the condition that
getting worse Saturday
miles north of Stella,
"seems to be under took place after another FmHA finance all or a
Kentucky, on Jack
blod clot was found last portion of the sale on
control."
Hixon Road.
terms will be subject
She said the child's week.
TRACT II: A tract
to approval of the bidof land consisting of
der's credit to FmHA.
56.5 acres located 4
Offers for purchase
miles northwest of
of property will be
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. under sunny skies. The sealed bids, and openMurray, Kentucky,on
(API — The five-acre only other major bid ing of bids will be
Forrest-Coleman
estate of Jesse Barr, a was $214,000 from public. Bids will be
Road.
former Jake Butcher George S. Smith, a opened at the FmHA
The property will be
associate sent to federal Knoxville commercial office, Murray, Kensold under the followprison for bank fraud, land developer.
ing conditions:
tucky,on November 7,
Barr reported to 1985, at 2:00 p.m.
was sold at auction for
For cash or terms of
prison in Lexington,
$215,000.
not less than 10%
Property will be
Delmar Haynes, who Ky., three weeks ago in sold without regard to
downpayment and not
owns a Knoxville car a plea agreement with race, color, religion,
to exceed 25 amortizdealership, purchased federal prosecutors sex age, national
ed -payments at
the land and five- under which he was origin or marital
11.625% annual interest for the balance
bedroom residence sentenced to serve 18 status.
of the purchase price.
complete with pool and years. He pleaded guilty
Prospective buyers
A 10% deposit is rechartreuse carpeting on to bank fraud charges in may inspect the proMemphis, Knoxville and perty by appointment.
quired, which will be
Sunday.
promptly refunded if
About 100 people London, Ky., and to tax Bids will be accepted
the offer is not
only on Form FmHA
gathered for the auction evasion in Knoxville.
accepted.
Preference will be
given to a cash offer
which is at least 96%
of the highest offer requiring credit. Accep,38 Matured
tance of any bid based
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41 Consumed
ACROSS
on the condition that
SEAT
PAC
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42 Stalk
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finance all or a
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43 Knock
TIME
EGO
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SPINE
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14 Federal
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RETICENT
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15 Lounge about
58 Measure of
sealed bids, and openRANT
TA
17 Affluence
weight
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RECORD
RELATE
19 Egyptian
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public. Bids will be
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ELA
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61 Female sheep
goddess
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21 Pianissimo
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GIVE
REU SOPS
lever
office, Murray, Kenabbr,
SLED
SIP
TEST
63 Goal
22 Servant
tucky, on October 31,
25 Precious
1985, at 2:00 p.m.
stone
Property will be
DOWN
drinks
prefix
27 Attitude
sold without regard to
23 Item,of
7 Quarrel
31 Superlative
1 Possesses
property
ending
8 Walk
race, color, religion,
2 Demon
24 Kind of type:
9 Sesame
32 Corresponds
sex, age, national
3 Title of
abbr.
10 Skill
to
origin or marital
respect
26 William —
11 Pallor
34 Equally
status.
4
Ordinances
Thackeray
16 Succor
35 Unit of
5 Member of
18 Put to use
28 Faeroe
Prospective buyers
Latvian
crocodile
Islands
20 Weight of
currency
may inspect the profamily
whirlwind
India
36 Lock opener
perty by appointment.
6 Negative
29 Writing tablet
22 Fermented
37 Near
Bids will be accepted
30 Chemical
only on Form FmHA
compound
32 Crony
1955-46, Invitation, Bid
1
2 III "
Mr
33 Conducted
and
Acceptance,
35 Nocturnal
1211
which are available,
mammal
along with additional
39 Brother of
information about the
Odin
40 Shallow
property, at the
vessel
FmHA office located
41 Three-toed
at 104 North Fifth
sloth'
Street, Murray, Ken44 Rocky hill
tucky (telephone:
46 Hall
48 Musical
502/753-0162).
instrument
The Government
49 Rosin
reserves
the right to
50 Church
reject any or all
bench •
offers.
51 95 in deOt
52 Possessive
Dated this 8th day
pronoun
of October, 1985.
54 Amer
.UNITED.. STAT'ES
OF AMERICA
56 Mournful
SO Nickel
By: Ronald W.Nelson
" symbol
County Supervisor
Home
Farmers
Administration
Medical Center, Carl
Andrews,said that Mandia had about a halfhour of slow speech.
Andrews said he
didn't know exactly
when the episode
occured.
Doctors, including a
neurologist who examined Mandia, "have
not determined that this
was a stroke at all. He
had a previous brain indury from an injury that
he sustained as a
youth," Andrews said.
"They're not sure
whether this was a
result of that, the stress
of the operation, a
change in his bloodsugar level or any
number of things."
Andrews said Mandia
has been placed at the
top of a list to receive a
human heart
transplant, but that was
not because of the slowed speech.
"As soon as a donor
heart is available the
transplant can be
done," Andrews said.
Mandia, 44, received
the 1-pound, plastic, air-
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27. Mobile Homes for Sale

46 Homes tor Sale
49. Used Cars
53. Services Offered
53. Services Offered
53. Services Offered
1974
2
BR
house
BELLE
3
Meade
acres
I
PIANO, needs tuning.
10711 MONTE Carlo, PS,
job specialist,
DAVE'S
WINDOW
24x52. 3 BR, 310.500 or land good well, dis- PB. air. good.
Jim Suiter &
PAINTING
$1211. Call 7594432.
Urea. u
CLEANING SERVICE. ceiling fans, electrical,
set up on 1 acre with hwasher
bar, stove, -Horse. 38" 'cut, riding
Professional results. plumbing, fencing. You
Jerry Henry will
well, septic tank and refrigerator included. mower. Good
used bath
24. Miscellaneous
Satisfied references. name it. I do it. You
garage,
$11,000
$14.500.
436-2583
Call
bebe
in
our
tub. Will ,clo light haulCommercial & re• buy, I install. You
INTERIOR
tween 9 30-12noon.
489-2280.
3000 BTU Ruud, eleotric
ing. Will strip tobacco.
aidential. Free es• break, L fix. Call 436showroom
EXTERIOR
central heating & air NEED room? 1976 New 1 BEDROOM brick, I Call 753-8649
timates. 10% Senior 2868.
conditioning unit. 2 Moon 14x80 ft., 3 full baths, 30x30 game
PAINTING
from 6:30-8:00
1979 DATSUN 2804X,
Citizens discount. Call ROOFING, Plumbing,
years old. $175. Poulan
room.
bedrms., 2 full baths,
151421 den, 15x24 white. AC. cruise,
753-9873 or 436-2845.
Concrete work. Adchain saw, model 25DA central heat and air. living room, 2 car
Mon., Tues.,
automatic, 96xxx(Hwy
WALLPAPERING
DENNIS McClure con- ditions. Painting.
14" br, $60. Electric Call 753-2596 or 753-6296 garage, 3,000 sq. ft.
E)ccellent
conThurs., Fri.
struction, roofing, General Carpentry.
hydraulic barber chair, after 4p.m
Fresh paint inside & dition Call
759-4424.
painting, plumbing, in- P.A. Molony Co
mechanically perfect,
out. New carpet.
PURDOM
1979 TOYOTA Celica,
terior or exterior. 753.8628. Free
$125. Call 753-8613 after
Located on double corPhone 502-382-2689, Rt, Estimates.
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
MOTORS, INC.
7:30p.m.
ner lot in East Y 5-speed, PS, PB, cruise,
new tires 78,000 miles
ows Pont Cad fluid,
1, Sedalia.
Subdivision, $65,000.
BARK Buster PT(
SEWING M'achine Re10x55 mobile home,
Must sell. Call 762-2550.
PENCE sales at Sears pair. All makes and
wood splitter for 3 point BR. lilt-out living room, Call 753-5717.
ESTIMATES*
1981
GRAND
Prix,
now.
753-2310
Sears
Call
models. Home & Inhitch, Bear White Tail $100 a month. Dexter 1 BEDROOM, 2 bath,1704
Hunter Compound bow. area. Call 753-9360.
Farmer Ave, Murray. cruise, tilt, power win- APPLIANCE REPAIR: for free estimate for dustrail. and bag closDAILY CAR RI_ NTAL
dows,
am-fm
cassette.
needs.
your
ing machines. Also
3 wheeler tires. Call 12x60, 2 BR mobile $39,000. Call 753-3006.
Factory authorized for
LONG It tirk1 IFASF
sharp. Call after 4p.m. Tappan.
scis9or sharpning.40
753-7246.
Kelyinator and
home, partially fur- 3 BR. 2 bath, large 435-4318.
ASK GI NE
yrs. experience
All
Brown. Service on gas
BRAND new shingles, nished, natural gas, family room (could be
1981
LINCOLN
Town
Al
worlt guaranteed. Kenand electric ranges.
$16 square, enough for nice. Mobile Home used for mother-in-law
car,
signature
series,
neth Barnhill. 753-2674.
microwaves, disgarage or small house. Village. Call 753-3895 apt.). Quiet street near
DWAIN TAYLOR
Aluminum and vinyl
Stella, Ky
Call 753-3913.
shopping center, loaded, excellent con- hwashers, reafter 5p.m.
CREVROLt T
dition,
$8,800.
Call
753siding. Custom trim
frigerators. etc. Earl
STUMP REMOVAL
11W RCA TV., new, $50. 2 OR -3 BR, furnished, $55,000. Call 753-4486.
1r.i3
1/
8663.
Lovett. 354-8956 or 753work. References.
SERVICE.
Exercise bike, Huffy, AC/natural gas. Shady 3 BR house with
1982
RED
Trans
AM, 5341.
Mechanically removed
Cell Will Ed Solloy,
breezeway, 1 car gar$65. Call 753-7271.
Crake 753-5209
low miles, air, ps, pb, APPLIANCE
10 inches below the,
COSMETOLOGY by
753-06119
CHAIN SAW DULL' MOBILE borne lots for age, large yard. 3 miles
power
lights.
AM/FM SERVICE. Kenmore.
surface, no damage t4
south on Mt Call after
La'Dora. Perms InKeith will make your rent. Call 753-0611.
LEE'S CARPET surrounding lawn
cassette, sharp. $8200. Wegtingho
use.
dividually formulated.
saw cut good as new. NICE 2 BR, 2 bath, 4p.m. 753-7471.
CLEANING.
all
For
753-0521
between
7a.m.- Whirlpool. 23 years
Larry Wood 753-0211 or
753-0658. 10-5, closed
Stokes Tractor 753-1319.
central gas heat, ap- 413R on 2 1/2 acre lot, 2 3:30p.m.
your carpet & upholst- 1-443-8682.
Sat.
DILL Electric has used pliances, water and car garage. lots of out '69 VW, $1300, radial experience. Parts and
cleaning.
ery
free
For
a
REDUCE safe t fast
air compressors for sale trash removal fur- buildings. Kirksey area. tires, sun roof. AM-FM, service. Bobby Hopper, estimate call 753-5827.
Wedding
Bob's Appliance Serwith GoBese Capsules &
from 2 h.p.-5 h.p. New nished. Coleman Real 823,000. 1-247-0102.
Satisfied references.
Photography
cassette,
engine.
new
vice,
202
S.
5th
St.
AN extra good, 2 bedE-Vap "water pills"
telephone No. 759-1577 Estate 753-9898.
LICENSED Electrician
Call 753-6256.
Business 753-4874 436753.8298
Holland Drug.
or 753-9104.
NICE 2 BR trailer near room, brick house. '75 MUSTANG, excel- 5848 Ihomel.
for residential and
Large
living
CARTER
STUDIO
room
&
DO no burn or bag your
Murray. No pets. Call
commercial. Heating
combination dining lent condition, $1500.
leaves. Buy this heavy 489-2611.
and, air condition, gas 300 MAIN ST., SUITE
753-3648
Call
after
6p.m.
Guaranteed Repair
duty, 4 h.p., gas TRAILERS for rent. room, fireplace, elecinstallation and repair. 1 North 3rd Entranc•-•
'79 PONTIAC grand
powered leaf & twig Couples only please. tric heat. Lots of
Phone 753-7203.
Service
Prix. good condition.
cabinets
and
closet
shredder.
Call
753-7531.
Dills Trailer Court 753MOODY'S Mower Re- TREES trimmed or
On Car & Home Stereo
Call 498-8141 before
space
on
a
large
lot.
806
FIREWOOD for sale, 9104.
pair. Pickup & delivery. removed. Also, yard
*Boxing
4:30, after 4:30p.m.
World of Sound
N.
18th
St.
Call
753-3796
work. Experienced..
oak & hickory, S22.50
Call 753-5668.
498-8279.
*Framing
ENJOY
222 S. 12th
beautiful
Lake
delivered. Call 489-2839.
NEED work on your Free estimates. Call
'82 OLDS Omega. exview
from
this
4
Br,
2
753-5865
*Barn Posts
trees? Topping, prun- 436-2690.
FREE vacuum bagger 30. Business Rentals
bath brick home in .cellent shape. Call 753ing; shaping, complete WET BASEMENT? We
with any new 100 series
*Fence
Panorama Shores. 2 4945 after 4:30p.m.
removal and more Call make wet basements
Wheel Horse Mower.
Posts
kitchens, fireplace in '84 VOLKSWAGON
BOVER'S TREE dry. Work completely
CREEK VIEW
Stokes Tractor, Industden. Unbelievable low Rabbit GT!, air, 5
*Treated Lumber
SERVICE for Pro- guaranteed. Call or
rial Rd., 753-1319.
price, $35,000. Contact speed, AM/FM cassSELF
fessional tree care write Morgan Con*Metal Roofing
GOOD quality wheel
Kopperud Realty 753- ette, red. Excellent
struction Co. RI. 2. Box
753-0338.
OFFICE
STORAGE
barrows, 2 sizes, $35 &
condition. $6950. Call
*Farm Hardware
1222.
409A. Paducah. Ky
$49
each.
Murray
436-5610.
Hwy.
641
N.
GOVERNMENT homes
POSITION
42001 or call 1-442-7026,
5x7 Only $1"
Professional
Lumber Co. 104 maple,
24 Hr. private entrance
from $1 (U repair). Also
WILL haul pit gravel,
AVAILABLE
753-3161
delinquent tax pro8x10 Only $395
Office Cleaners sand or white rock for
753-6734
Qualifications inHARDWOOD. $1.5 deperty. Call 805-687-6000
NEED A CAR?
small jobs. Also, back - 753-0221
Up To Poster Size
livered, $20 pick it up in
clude typing, key
Ext. GH-8155 for
hoe work Call 759-4018
Professional
Office
31
Want
to
Rent
No
Credit.
woods.
Call
354-8805.
information.
20x28
punch operator, filJanitorial Services To
'KENS Cabinet & Wood
RETIRED couple needs LOVELY country home
In Store
ing and gonoral ofNo Interest.
Include:
Leaf Removal
Working Shop. Custom
to rent 2 BR apt. near on 4 acres, recently
One Hour Service
Industrial Drive
Wax & Buffing
fice wait. Must be
Call Sammy
made furniture -&
downtown. Call 753-4831 listed through KopVacuuming
Murrey, KY.
And Complete
able to ressaet peoLeaf Removal
cabinets to fit your
perud Realty. Lots of
after 4p.m.
Rug's Steen4 Cleaned
Phone 759-1099
at 753-6448
well. Sand
ple
need, gun cases, gun
mature shade trees &
Leaf Removal
Trash Disposal
rasumi to P.O. Box
racks & bow racks. 32 Apts for Rent
lovely landscaping
General Dusting
With Individual
Any
IS
Size Yard
it
true
can
you
buy
Estimates are given. 1 & 2 BR apt. near Well maintained BE
547, Murray, Ky.
& Scrubbing
And Personal
jeeps for $44 through the GENERAL HOME
Orders are now being
ready
for
quick
possesWindows
Cleaned
42071.
downtown Murray.
REPAIR. 15 years exAttention
taken for Christmas. Adults only. Call 753- sion. Offered at only U.S. government? Get perience. Carpentry,
Bonded- Licensed By Co.
the facts today! Call
$35,000.
Phone
753-1222.
Call 753-0834.
of Murray
4109,
762-6650,
concrete,
or
436-plumbing,
1-312-742-1142
9. Situation Wanted
Ext. 2641.
NICE 2 BR frame
'KEROSENE heaters:
2844.
roofing, siding. NO JOB
WANT to buy: 2 used
I will stay with elderly 7200 BTU's $59.99, 14,600
TO SMALL. Free es- PAINTING = Paper
1 BR furnished apt. Call house, 412 S. 8th St. Full
Bridestone
tires,
steel
basement,
paved
BTU's
$69.99,
day or night or will
20,000 753-9468 or 753-2967.
timates. Days 753-6973, hanging, commerical or
ONE HOUR PHOTO
driveway, garden spot. belted 70 185/70 HR 13. nights 474-2276.
live-in through the BTU's $99.99. Wallin
2 BR apt. Embassy Apt.
residential. Free esInside
outbuildings. Call 753- Call 753-8512.
week. Off Sat. & Sun. Hardware, Paris, TN.
P.O. Box 307
GUTTERING by Sears. timates. References. 25
$225 per month. 1 BR
5209
more
for
Call days 753-4590, MF424 .GRA1N drill 24 apt. Cardinal Apt., $170
CRASS
Sears continuous gutyears experience,
50. Used Trucks
753-3362
Information.
nights 753-3631. I have run- New. List $6246, per month. Efficiency
ters installed for your
Tremon Farris 759-1E487
FURNITURE
PRICE just reduced on 1964 GMC ton & it. 4 specifications. Call
references.
sell$4700Oct.
only.
apt.
at
Olive
St.
Apt.
103 S. 3,11
do house clean- Stokes Tractor, Indust- $125 per month. Call this like new, 3 BR, door. V-6 engine, very Sears 753-2310 for free
DiMmtemorn PALor••y
brick home on 2 acres. rod shape. 509 S. 11th.
ing. Experienced. De- rial Rd. 753-1319.
753-31121
733-3530 after 5p.m.
estimate.
pendable. References. NEW shipmeht of 1986 2 BR, bath & 1/2 duplex Central electric heat 1973 ct4Ev PU, long INSULATION blown in
pump
with reasonable bed, power steering. by Sears. TVA
Call 753-4043. •
MODEL Wheel Horse -apt. Clean. attractive,
ap3. Card of Thanks
mowers, lust received
wood burning fireplace, utility bills, 1 & 1/2 auto. transmission, proved. Save on those
14. Want to Buy
baths,
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
attractive land- blue, $750. Call 759-4696 high heating
Oct. Only will sell at stove, refrigerator,
and coolCard of Thanks
scaping. Let us show evenings & weekends.
& CDS TOM WOODWORKING
ing bills. Call Sears
USED refrigerator ap- 1985 prices. Stokes fully carpeted, $200 per
The family of Bilmonth. Call 436-2755 you this one at $47,500. WANT to buy a smafl 753-2310 for free
prox. 30" high. 60" Tractor 753-1319.
•
Phone
Kopperud
Realty truck? Check this one estimate.
ly J. Puckett would
wide. Call 753-8216
O AK & Hickory after 4p.m.
•
753-1222.
out first- Ranger 1984, J.L. McKnight & Sons
like to express their
SOLID WOOD CABINETS & •
firewood, you haul, $20 bUPLEX. 2 BR, reREDUCED $3,000. 3 BR extra clean, very de- Sawmill
15. Articles for Sale
RAISED PANEL DOORS
rick. Call 437-4829.
frigerator, stove,
on Poor Farm
appreciation to all
Birch • Oela • Walnut • Ch.rt,
washer-dryer hook-up, home at 1326 Main. pendable. 22.000 miles. Rd. Buyer of standing
1975 FROST free Sears PICK-UP TRUCK BED
those who came to
OUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES•
Owner ready to sell. Many options. Must timber.
Call 753-7528.
refrigerator with ice MATS- RUBBER- all carport. Southside,
the house, sent
KITCHtN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
Roberts Realty 753-1651.
sell. Call 753-0337.
•
maker, excellent con- sizes- DISCOUNT quiet neighborhood
JOINER'S complete
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE &FURNITURE REFINISHING
flowers, food, and
Married couple, no pets. RUSTIC log home with
COMPIT/TIVO PICsS Drop Sy A Soo Our 01•01oy
dition. Call 753-8950.
tree
service.
PRICES
32
so
yrs.
low
you
52
Boats -Motors
•
who showed conlovely stone fireplace at
•
experience. Also,
have to come see for 8250 plus security de17
the edge of the city. 3 14,1,E $2000 over
cern due to the reMurray, Ky. 753-5940 •
Spring stumps mechanically • 1212 Main
refrigerator with tex- yourself. Stokes Tractor posit. Call 753-0291.
bedrooms,
central
heat
cent death of my
price.
33
foot
NEW 2 BR, central air
Seagoing removed 10" below CO•
tured steel door, only Co., Industrial Rd. 753•
•a•
•
•••
• •
•
••••9 e
•
father,
& heat, all utilities paid. & air, large unfinished with large front deck, 4 surface. Call 753-0366.
011ie
$8.00 per week. Rudolph 1319.
basement
which
could
cyl.
Volvo
Goodyear 753-0595.
Puckett.
PICK up all your leaves No pets. Call between be finished at minimal shower, engine, air,
radios, tape
WHIRLPOOL heavy & grass clippings with 5-10p.m. 492-8634.
Thank you again
expense. $44,500. Phone
duty washer with 4 our new lawn vacuum. TARING applications Kopperud Realty 753- player, excellent condifor your sympathy
tion.
$8000.
See at TOwn
cycles, only $8.00 per Will fit most any riding for Section 8. Rent 1
for all details.
and support at a
& Country Marina or
week. Rudolph mower you may own! Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
Kentucky Control insurance Companies
TWO
bedroom
brick
time when it was
618-524-2533.
Goodyear, 753-0595.
Stokes Tractor, Indust- BR. Apply Hilldale home, den with wood
surely needed.
Apts.,
Hardin,
Ky.
rial Rd., 753-1319.
burning fireplace, gar- 53. Services Offered
16. Home Furnishings
RAILROAD ties, 3 E qual Housing age and pond on approx.
Opportunity.
ALL type masonry
COUCH, loveseat and grades, $7, $9 & $12. Call
2 acre lot. State Line work, block,
Help Wanted
6
brick,
chair, good condition. 753 2905 or 435-4343.
Rd.
west
of
Hazel.
Ky.
34. Houses for Rent
concrete, driveways,
heavy wood frame. WW SEASONED firewoodCall
498-8749
LADY to live in with
Ca II
sidewalks, patios, house
sell seperate. Call 759- oak, hickory, mixed EXTRA nice duplex
408 So. 12th
Invalid lady. Room,
foundations, new
energy
1398.
efficient,
Dr.
central
Tom
Hopkins
hardwoods
$30/rick
board and salary. Call
4
7
.
Motorcycles
Murray, Ky.
chimneys
chimney
or
SOLID wood, Spanish delivered. Min. order 2 heat/air, heat pump,
759-1661.
(502)753-6202
42071
design, bar & stools, ricks. Call John Boyer refrigerator/freezer. 1984 YAMAHA 225 DX 3 repair. 25 years exNEED a babysitter 3
stove, dishwasher, wheeler. Call 753.3648 perience. Free esused 8 months, need to 753-0338.
mornings a week, now
timates.
Charles
Call
garbage disposal, fur- after 6p.m.
sell Inquire at 759-4604.
SILVER Dollar Mobile
on Mon., Wed. & Fri. 5
Barnett 753-5476.
nished. Coleman RE
mornings starting WHIRLPOOL heavy Home roof coating, 5 753-9898.
Used
4
9
.
Cars
duty
dryer
with 3 temp gal. pale $19.99. Wallin
January. Mon.-Fri. Call
rOR rent, 3 bedroom. 2 1973 RED, Ford Torino,
selections, only $4.00 Hardware, Paris, Tn.
753-3932.
bath house w2-car gar. good condition, best
per week. Rudolph
WHEEL
Horse
lawn
PERSON familiar with
Central heat & air. 8450 offer. Call 753-8340.
Goodyear, 753-0595
sweepers hr'k•- me sheet metal layout &
Mo. plus $450 deposit w
1974 CUTLASS
dium,& h
fabrication work. Ex- 19. Farm Equipment
501d y- pull 1 yr. lease. 753-4303- Supreme, blue/white,
type. St - .4 i rector, Excellent location.
perienced only need
good transportation,
inquire. Call 901-642- GOOD 300 Massey Industrial Road, 753NICE 2 BR waterfront $350. Can be seen at B-1
7000, 7a.m.-4p.m. or Ferguson__comblne. 1319.
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
"A"
Frame. Pine Bluff Coach Estates or call
come in for application: ready for the field. W HIRLPOOL
Shores. Coleman RE 753-3833
reasonable.
Price
Call
Volunteer Sheet Metal,
And Save For A Handy Reference)
microwave oven with 753-0898.
435-4524.
Mayfield Hwy. 89N
700 watts cooking NICE 2 BR house, 1976 FORD Elite, ps,pb.
tilt,
am-fm
air,
stereo,
LATE 1979 4400 John power, only $4.50 week.
Paris, TN.
appliances furnished.
k-RAY technician for Deere combine, excel- Rudoph Goodyear, 753- Deposit, reference and 1 wire wheels, excellent
condition. $900. Call
physicians office. Send lent condition, kept in 0595.
year lease required.
resume to P.O. 1040-D, shed. Call 502-642-2435 WICKS in stock for Near Hospital & down- 753-0572.
or 842-2491.
Murray, Ky.
kerosene heaters, 88 town. Call 753-6429 after 1976 MONZA, good
6 a.m.-10 p.m. 7 Days A Week
condition, motor excelVOURG aggressive REDBELLY Ford brands, 422 models. 4p.m.
lent,
new
battery,
vinyl
tractor,
plows,
disc.
Phone 753-5351/753-5352
computer businees exWallin Hardware,
top, muffler, air, AM36. For Rent or Lease
panding to Murray. bushhog, cultivators. Paris, TN.
FM. Beat offer. Call
Accepting resumes for Call 753-9565 after 6p.m.
WOOD heaters, 25" 25x60 BUILDING in 753-8821.
managers and sales 22. Musical
brick lined firebox, cast
Murray. Call 489-2761 1977 BUICK Regal.
people. Micro computer
i ron door & grates, after 6p.m.
$1495. P.S.. P.R., P.W.,
experience necessary. CONSOLE piano- good deluxe cabinet with
If It's with well
T-tops. Needs paint job,
condition,
Call
753-8162
Send resume to P.O
lift-up cook surface top, 43. Real Estate
runs good, in good
pumps, plumbing or
after 5p.m.
Box 685. Murray.
$299.99. Wallin HardPAD
money now mechanical condition.
electric, than I have
ware, Paris, TN
•CHIM CHim
available. 10.517, fixed See at McKinney Body
the answer. Coll
CHIMNEY SWEEPS
interest. 29 year loan, 5'/, Shop. Call 753-2436.
Aluminum and Vinyl
••• •I... 1...•••
John Glover, licensdown. Income limit 197'f MGB $2895. Call
FAhMERS
Marshal County Hospital. an BO bad,
Omar, Werb Geed I.e..
$48.000, sales price limit 753-9710.
V' CLi MIMIC
CHOWN
ed
with
26
Siding,
years
Custom
trim
LAND
OWNERS
JCAH accrisditad hospital a. skilled nursing
IWOM
•••••• 011,
668,640. 3-year no-home 1978 MALIBU Classic.
.r•••••••
ctxp•rionc•.
facility is soaking a qualified director of
work. References.
Call 753-4533 or
ownership, assumable dr., V•8, PS. PB, black
...ft, wit
Answering service
loan. For more in- Call 489-2531 after 4p.m
nursing.
759-4640 (night)
Call
Will
••••••-••••Ir...•
Ed
Bailey,
formation
call Coleman ANTIQUE car. 1936
Qualified candidata will powass a IISN
provided.
753 3445
for
Real Estate 753-9898.
753-0689.
Chevy, 2 door, Sedan.
at West 3 yaws significant nursing managoFertifizer-Stacdust
Body
in
excellent
con44. Lots for Sale
m•nt sox parIonto.
dition, $3100. Paducah
Fredonia Lime
Attractive salary & borwifits.
firmotrit=7TREnDra
554-2975.
Seed
&
Complete
Submit rosumas to:
lot with septic tank, well GOOD 1977 Chevrolet
Spreading Service
and electric pole. Call Nova. 6 cylinder,
Jams Branon, administrator
436-5360 after 5p.m. automatic. power & air,
AG BROKERS
RANDY
Marshall County Hospital
$3,500
$1050. Call 489-2516.
Industrial Road
503 E. 9th St., Benton, Ky. 42044
•
THORNTON
Send
your
We went your business
te
L.aTel
HEATING AND AIR

PHOTO
ENLARGING

ACCOUNTANT, (Accounts receivable). BS In
Accounting required.
M.B.A., C.P.A. experience in collections,
college and University
accounting or familiarity
with large computer.
based accounting
systems prefered. Position to work under the
supervision of a senior
accountant and will be
actively involved in regestration. students accounts receiveable, collections and other related
tasks. Salary range $13,
500-415,000 annually. Resumes with at least 3
references must be received by 12:00 noon Oct
25 1985 at the following
address. Director of Accounting & Finance, 2nd
floor, Sparks Hall,
Murray State University,
Murray Ky 42071
EOEMF.
EASY ASSEMBLY
WORK! $800.00 per 100.
Guaranteed payment.
No experience/no
sales. Details send selfaddressed stamped envelope; Elan Vital- 332,
3418 Enterprise Rd., Ft.
Pierce, FL 33482.
HOLIDAY Inn of
Murray is accepting
applications for restaurant personnel &
management Apply at
the front desk.
WORLD Book needs a
manager trainee in the
Murray area. Write
P.O. Box 1733+ Paducah,
Ky. 42001 or call 502-5545500.

Opp

JIM DAY
PAINTING
753-3716
*FRE.11

Aluminum
Service Co.

•

FARM
LUMBER

BAILEY'S
FARM
LUMBER
SUPPLY

PROCESSING

FOREVER
GREEN
LAWN
SERVICE

ip,14crroi

kru

Onunrs

WHIRLPOOL

Construction
Commercial
Residential
New & Old
Free Estimates
25 Years
Experience

Hopkins Insurance Agency
Check Our
Auto Rates

753-6123

Dial-A-Service
Taxi Cab Service

Police
911

911

TROUBLES

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

753-5131'

Director of Nursing

Aluminum
Service
Co.

Calloway County
Rescue Squad

753-6614

753-6952

Cle

Murray Store and Lock
-641 North- .
Space AVailable Now
Autos-Boats-Furniture
BuSiness Records
Anything That Needs Storing

753-1492
Managed by Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors

4°11.111.11......11.1141.11NPOOP

27 Mobile Homes fqr Sale

votitr

1970 12x40
home 2 BR, partly
furnished gas heat or
electric. $2000 Call
after 5p m. 474-2314
1971 ERQUTRE. 2 BR, 1
bath. 2 A.0 bar. stools,
LR furniture Best offer Call 753-3833
1974 12x60 NEW Moon,
BR. 1 bath, porch. deck
central heat 4 air. new
carpet Call 753.4024
before 2p m

DAILY GOLD &
Gold
Closed
Yesterday 326.00
Opened
Today
326.00
flo Chem*

..,•08~.0001010110100frorofmr.o..odr.-...~
/
118"lan"68•••00
•

SILVER PRICES
Sliver
Closed
Yesterday
6.15
Opened
Today
6.18
.03
UP
N S'

CONDITIONING 1b14.

I.'
The Clortorel Itortrle fowl ear
HAP donee, for align and sew
oforf Ia 841koray •••11 Collorory
Coowfa. 101 0•••••••••

753-8181

packages the easy
way.
eaniwif
Use our convient
service. We accept
UPS packages for
'Carpets
shipment.
•UpholsteryCOURT
•Free Estimates
SQUARE
Satisfaction
ANTIQUES
Guaranteed

l

Downtown
Court Square
753-7499

753-1111137

Poison
Control
1534588

•
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Transplant of pancreas planned by doctors

OBITUARIES
.Mrs. Ovie T. Galloway dies at her home

•
•
;-:
;
;;
,1151(:•

•

Mrs. Ovie T.
Galloway, 71, of Rt. 3,
Murray, died Scinday at
3:15 a.m. at her home.
Her husband, Alvah
Galloway, died Oct. 29,
1980.
She was a member of
Temple Hill United
Methodit Church.
Born June 15, 1914, in
Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the
late Lundy Tubbs and
Theo Woodall Tubbs.
Mrs. Galloway is survived by one son, Dan
Galloway, and two
grandsons, Brent
Galloway and Bradley
Galloway, Rt. 3, Murray; one sister, Mrs.
Lois Reeves, Dexter;
one brother, L.G.

Mrs. Bailey
dies; funeral
Wednesday
Mrs. Bonnie Ethel
Bailey, 92, died Sunday
about 11 a.m. at Marshall County Hospital,
Benton.
Her husband, Raymond Bailey, died in
1969. She was a member
of Benton Church of
Christ.
Born Sept. 10. 1893, in
Stewart County, Tenn.,
she was the daughter of
the late David Boyle and
Donnie Carney Boyle.
She is survived by one
daughter. Mrs. Dixie
June Melton, Benton;
one sister, Mrs. Clemes
Newberry, Sandwich.
Ill.; three brothers,
Carmel Boyle, Braidwood, Ill.. Herbert
Boyle. Lynn Grove, and
Orville Boyle, Mayfield;
three grandchildren;
two greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be
Wednesday at 11 a.m. in
the Memorial Chapel of
Anglin Fimeral Home,
Dover, Tenn. L.B.
Brown will officiate.
Pallbearers will be
Darrell Melton, Lowery
Melton, Michael Henson, Gary Boyle. Danny
Weaver and Howard
Weaver.
Burial will follow in
Wofford Cemetery in
Stewart County. Tenn.
Friends may call at
the funeral home after 5
p.m. today ( Monday ).

will officiate.
Tubbs, Brookport, Ill.
Burial will follow in
The funeral will be
Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the Temple Hill Cemetery.
Friends may call at
chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. The the funeral home after 6
Rev. Kendrick Lewis p.m. tonight(Monday ).

Mrs. Alta M. Lanham dies
The funeral for Mrs. had moved back to KenAlta M. Lanham, Lucky in December 1984.
mother of Donald L. She had been residing at
Lanham of Murray, is the home pf her sister,
today at 1 p.m. in the Mrs. Leona Smith until
chapel of Metzler she entered the hospital
Funeral Home, 1115 In September.
Born July 27, 1917, in
East Washington St.,
Bloomington, Ill. The New Castle, Ind., she
Rev, H.I. Newell is was the daughter of the
late Mr. and Mrs. A.L.
officiating.
Burial will follow in Nutgrass.
Survivors are her son,
East Lawn Memorial
Donald of Murray;
Gardens there.
three sitters, Mrs.
The family request
that expressions of syrm4".Hazel Cotidon, Bloompathy be in the form of ingthn, Ill.. Mrs. Lucift
contributions to the Hays, "Jacksonville,
American Cancer Fla., and Mrs. Leona
Smith, Stanford; one
Society.
Mrs. Lanham, 69, of brother, Glenn
Rt. 2, Stanford, died Fri- Nutgrass, Stanford;
day at Ephraim three grandchildren;
McDowell Hospital. three great Danville. She had been grandchildren.
She was preceded in
ill for sometime because
deatyh by an older
of cancer.
She was an employee brother, Eldon Nutgrass
of General Purpose Con- of Ransom, Ill., and her
trol Plant in Bloom- daughter-in-law, Mary
ington, Ill., for 25 years. L. Lanham, who also
In 1979 she retired and died of cancer in May
moved to Florida, but 1985.

Mrs. Hughes' rites Tuesday
Graveside services
for Mrs. Ruth W.
Hughes will be Tuesday
at 11 a.m. at the Murray
City Cemetery. The
Rev. Nowell Bingham
will officiate.
Friends may call
from 6 to 8 p.m. tonight
Monday at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
The family requests
that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to the Arthritis Foundation.
Mrs. Hughes, 80. of
2264 Hinkler Ave., Fort
Myers, Fla., died there
Saturday at 12:10 p.m.
Her death followed an
extended illness.
Her husband, Aubrey
Eugene (Gene) Hughes,

Davidson's
rites today
at Dresden
Final rites for Hasel
Ervin Davidson are today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Bowlin
Funeral Home,
Dresden. Tenn.
Burial will follow in
H ighland Park
Cemetery in Mayfield..
Mr. Davidson, 75, of
Palmersville. Tenn..
died Saturday at
Jackson-Madison County Hospital. He was a
barber.
Survivors are his
Naomi
wife, Mrs
D avidson; two
daughters. Mrs.
Charlotte Cleaver of
Nashville, Tenn., and
Mrs. Willodean Brooks
of Memphis. Tenn.; two
sisters, Mrs. Avie Ella
Coplen of Detroit.
Mich., and Mrs. Jewell
Day Jones of Murray:.
Six grandchildren and
six great-grandchildren
also survive.

died May 3, 1973. The
Hughes owned and
operated The, Hut, a
restaurant located at
North 15th Street and
Olive Boulevard, Murray, for about 17 years.
They moved to Florida
in 1953.
Mrs. Hughes was a
member of a Methodist
Church. Born Dec. 30,
1904, in Murray,she was
the daughter of the late
Peter Fletcher Waterfield and Minnie
Johnson Waterfield.
Survivors include one
sister, Mrs. Marian
Berry, Fort Myers,
Fla., and one brother,
Walter Waterfield and
his wife. Jackie, 1116
Fairlane Dr., Murray.

Jails... (Cont'd from page 1)
father, escaped from former president of the
the Jessamine County jailer's association. "Injail in Nicholasville mates have all day to
when fellow inmates figure out ways to get
picked the lock on the out, but people who run
fire escape. His escape the jails have only a few
was undetected for 104 seconds to prevent it. A
hours because a deputy lot of the escapes come
because these smaller
failed to count heads.
Five men later jails are understaffed."
Some of the items the
escaped from the jail
are considering
jailers
the
through a vent pipe,
third escape from the include "good time" off
for county jail inmates
jail in six weeks.
— Two prisoners in for good behavior, a
the Madison County jail move to alleviate overused a small hacksaw crowding, and regional
blade to saw through a jails scattered across
bar in their cell, kicked the state that would
out a second-story win- allow old county jails to
dow and used sheets to be used as just holdover
lower themselves to the facilities for short
periods, cutting the risk
ground.
— In Pineville's Bell of escapes.
Regional jails are the
County jail, a prisoner
broke through the mesh "direction to go," said
covering a vent in a state Sen. Delbert Mur, D -0 w ensboro ,
third-floor ceiling, then phy,
strung sheets out an at- chairman of a
tic vent to escape into a legislative subcommittee on jails.
back alley.
"Some of the counties
— A Montgomery
County jail inmate are going to be very
removed blocks from reluctant and very hesihis cell's wall to escape tant (about regional
into the streets of Mount jails). But sometimes
the facts of life are goSterling.
"Jail escapes are go- ing to have to be laid on
ing to happen in the best them — that we're livand finest of jails," said ing in an economy with
Lloyd Berry. the jailer a shortfall of funds
of the Mason County jail where corrections is
In Maysville and a concerned."

iff'Oome
HEARING I
AIDS )

Keep That Great
GM Feeling With
Genuine GM Parts

• 2474654

26‘rows•
Hamm otioswipe

34 hours, was performed by Dr. Arnold Serota.
assisted by Dr. Ben
Vanderwerf, Byron
said. Serota moved to
Phoenix about a year
ago from Cincinnati,
where he learned the
transplant procedure.
About 600 pancreas
transplants have been
performed in the United
States and Europe since
the procedure was
developed in 1966, Byron
said.
The firehouse in
Livermore, Calif., has a
light bulb that has burned since 1901, according
to National Geographic
World.

This week at

ND
LA
BETWEEN THE
LAKES

Monday, Oct. 21, and
Wednesday-Monday, Oct. 23-28
SKywalk — Take a 30-minute tour of the currently visible night sky, learning about the stars,
constellations, and planets. Golden Pond Visitor
Center Planetarium. 2.p.m.
Friday, Saturday, Sunday, Oct. 23-26-27
• Mark Twain and the Great Comet of '35 — The
return of Halley's Cornet has been anticipated for
76 years. Learn why as we explore the history and
folklore of comets. Preregistration required;
phone (502) 924-5602, extension 238, MondayFriday, 7:00 a.m.-3:30 p.m. $2 adult, $1 child fee.
Golden Pond Visitor Center. Friday, 7:30 p.m.;
Saturday and Sunday, 11 a.m.
Saturday, Oct. 86
Beyond the Basics: Knitting with Style —
Autumn is a good seltion to refine your knitting
skills. This workshop is designed for knitters with
some previous experience. Included in the session
will be seamless knitting, custom finishing
touches, and special stitches such as lacy designs,
Aran Island, and two-color patterns. Bring one
skein of light-colored 4-ply worsted, size 8 or 10
straight needles, a size 8 or 10 round needle, and
a sack lunch. Preregistration required; phone
(502) 924-5602, extension 238; $5 fee. Empire
Farm. 9:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Attracting Birds — Different species of birds
prefer different kinds of seeds and other foods.
Find out how you can assist bird populations and
certify your home as a wildlife habitat area with
the National Wildlife Federation. Woodlands
Nature Center. 2 p.m.
Husking Bee — Enjoy an evening of family fun
as you help the Homeplace family husk their corn
crop. Learn about the many uses of corn shucks,
corncobs, and corn — the "Southern staff of life."
Preregistration required; phone (502)924-5602, extension 238; $2 adult, $1 child fee. The
Homeplace-1850. 7 p.m.
Sunday, Oct. 27
Hibernation Secrets — What happens to "coldblooded" animals as winter approaches? How do
"warm-blooded" animals cope with severe
winters? Find out during this %-hour slide presentation. Woodlands Nature Center. 2 p.m.
Natural Dyes — Many naturally occurring colors can be used to dye fiber and fabrics. You will
be surprised at the wide range of colors available
simply for the gathering. Empire Farm. 2 p.m.
Note Facility Closings — Monday — Empire
Farm and Woodlands Nature Center. Tuesday —
The Homeplace-1850 and Golden Pond Visitor
Center Planetarium.

GRAVEL
We Haul
Coldwater
Pit Gravel
435-4343
435-43 19

Kt.K STUMP REmovAi.

, the
At the recent Quad-State United Bushido Federation Tournament
left:
from
row
Front
winners.
as
announced
were
s
following participant
first in
Randall Evans, second place Kata; Brent Evans. first in Kata,
t
Kumite. Second row from left: Tim Pittman, first Kumite heavyweigh
Finley,
class — Brown Belt; Craig Darnell, second Kumite Black Belt; Wes
inWhite-Yellow Heavyweight, third place Kumite; Master Vic Milner,
structor. Not pictuted were: Keith Tucker, third Kumite Yellow Belt;
place
David Childers, second Kumite Lightweight; Shannon Wrye, second
Kata, second place Kumite. The tournament was held at Murray State
University. Master David T. Baize served astournament director. Master
Vic Milner and Sensei Frank Kodman were co—directors.

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY
INVESTMENTS

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

Stock Market
Industrial Average
Air Products
Apple Computer
American Telephone
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
Cracker Barrell
Dollar Gen. Store
Durakon
E-Z-Em Inc.
Ford
Forum Group
OAF.
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc
Goodrich

53%
17%
4
1
20/
28%

-.22
4
/
-1
-%
unc
4
1
/
.

38% No trades
19 +/
4
1
2 unc
1
14/
12% unc
6
47 -1/
9 unc
451/s +%
68% -%
/4
514
32 unc

Goodyear
I.B.M.
Jerrie°
Krnart
JCPenney
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Scientific-Atlanta
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc
U.S.Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
C.E.F. Yield

86% unc
127% -%
20% unc

i
311fe

1980 Buick Regal Somerset
Fully loaded, 2 tone paint

$5 900

unc

48335
8
1%%
17(8
,:
4
++-ss//81:1
1/.
% +.34
4
5:
33
4 Line
1
38/
31% + 1/8
26% +%
16% -1
7.37

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476
MUTUAL FUNDS
MUNICIPAL BONDS
STOCKS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

Tax break for
Kentucky residents!

INCOME THAT'S
TRIPLE TAX-FREE
No Federal Tax
No State Tax
No Intangible Tax

8.85%
11111

Memberi Nee York Stock fulaaalle.Inc
Woodmen Building
Murray, Kentucky 42071 (502) 753-9476
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creas is moved to a different area of the patient's abdomen. Riske
said.
Targovnik said five
pancreas transplants involving twins had been
performed at the
University of Minnesota
medical center, and two
of the patients were
reported making good
progress in recovering
from their diabetes
complications. Those
two patients, Targovnik
said, received an antirejection drug before
the operation, which
also is being given to
Sellway.
The operation on
Henderson, which took
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John Sellway is an industrial salesman.
"This transplant between identical twins is
most exciting, and the
outcome could provide
significant new information about the origin
and control of diabetes
and its complications,"
Koep said.
The operations on
both men are expected
to take a total.of five' to
seven hours, Riske said.
Koep is to be assisted by
surgeons Dr. Jerome
Targovnik and Dr.
Bryant Pickering, Riske
said.
Koep has performed
five auto-transplants, in
which a patient's pan-

(Multi-State Series)
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Center.
Henderson received
the pancreas in an effort
to conticil the effects of
diabetes, which he has
had since age 14. Doctors hope the transplant
will halt a deterioration
In his eyesight, said
Good Samaritan
spokesman Bill Byron.
The pancreas is the
organ that produces insulin, which controls the
body's blood-sugar
levels.
Wednesday's operation also is intended to
aid a patient who has
been suffering problems
with his eyes, kidneys
and nerves due to
diabetes, said Phil
Riske, spokesman for
St. Luke's.
Dsvid Sellway, 50, of
Pchbenix is due to
receive about half of the
pancreas of his twin
brother, John Sellway of
Louisville, Ky., Riske
said. David Sellway is
the owner of Strip-0Gram Inc., a Phoenix
business in which a
customer may hire a
stripper to deliver a
message, Riske said.
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PHOENIX, Aria.
(AP) — Doctors at St.
Luke's Medical Center
plan Wednesday to
transplant part of a pancreas from one twin
brother to another, officials said.
On Saturday. the first
Arizona pancreas
transplant was performed on another patient.
The surgeon who
plans to perform
Wednesday's operation,
Dr. Lawrence Koep,
said the operation on the
twins would be the first
of its kind in the western
United States
Meanwhile, Scottsdale insurance executive Donald Henderson, 37, was listed in
critical but stable condition Sunday, one day
after becoming
Arizona's first pancreas
transplant recipient.
Henderson, who underwent a kidney
transplant in 1982,
received the new pancreas from an unidentified accident victim
during an operation
Saturday night at Good
Samaritan Medical
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